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u-blox launches u-center 
2 GPS evaluation software

X-FAB to offer high-volume micro-transfer printing capabilities

Renesas introduces 32-Bit 
RX671 MCUs

U-BLOX, a global provider of positioning and 

wireless communication technologies and 

services, has launched its global navigation 

satellite system (GNSS) evaluation software, 

u-center 2. The software, which runs on 

Microsoft Windows, offers anyone working 

with tenth-generation u blox GNSS technology 

a highly intuitive interface to configure GNSS 

products, evaluate their performance, improve 

the quality of their software, and experience 

the performance boost achieved using GNSS-

related services.

u-center 2 is the successor to the u-blox 

u-center GNSS evaluation software. Fully 

compatible with the latest u blox M10 GNSS 

technology, u-center 2 is designed from 

scratch to offer improved overall performance, 

as well as feature additions that simplify 

the configuration, evaluation, and software 

development of GNSS-based solutions.

u-center 2 provides personalized workspaces 

with adaptive window elements offering a 

choice of views to observe static and dynamic 

behaviour of the connected GNSS receiver. 

The built-in log player, which accepts log files 

from the previous version of the software, 

features easy message- and time-based 

navigation and lets users set the playback 

speed, making the development of end 

products more efficient. Automatic updates 

ensure that the software always includes the 

latest features with minimal user effort.

Additionally, u-center simplifies the 

evaluation of the growing portfolio of 

GNSS-related location services. This includes 

AssistNow, through which GNSS receivers 

gain access to GNSS aiding data, enhancing 

startup performance, and saving power.

u-center 2 is free for download at 

www.u-blox.com/en/product/u-center.

X-FAB SILICON FOUNDRIES, the foundry for analog/

mixed-signal and specialty semiconductor solutions, is now able 

to support volume heterogeneous integration via Micro-Trans-

fer Printing (MTP), thanks to a licensing agreement that has just 

been secured with X-Celeprint. This will mean that a diverse 

range of semiconductor technologies may be combined 

together, each being optimized for particular functional 

requirements. These will include SOI, GaN, GaAs and InP, as well 

as MEMS.

In order to provide customers with MTP-based heterogene-

ous integration, X-FAB has made substantial investments over 

the last two years. It has also established new optimized 

workflows and cleanroom protocols. This will allow customers 

to work with the foundry on heterogeneous design projects – 

benefitting from a low-risk and fully scalable business model 

that offers a clear migration to volume production.

X-Celeprint’s proprietary massively-parallel pick-and-place 

MTP technology stacks and fans-out ultra-thin dies based on 

different process nodes, technologies, and wafer sizes. It results 

in the formation of virtually monolithic 3D stacked ICs, which 

have enhanced performance, greater power efficiency, and take 

up less space. Furthermore, all this can be achieved at an 

accelerated rate, thereby shortening time-to-market.

“By licensing X-Celeprint’s disruptive MTP technology, we 

are uniquely positioned in our ability to facilitate the 

incorporation of numerous different semiconductor technolo-

gies. X-FAB customers will be able to utilize a technology that 

no other foundry is offering, and existing X-Celeprint customers 

may now tap into capacity levels that will easily meet their 

future demands,” Volker Herbig, VP of X-FAB’s MEMS business 

unit, said. “As a result, we can assist customers looking to 

implement complete multifunctional subsystems at the wafer 

level, even when there are high degrees of complexity involved. 

Signal conditioning, power, RF, MEMS, and CMOS sensors, 

optoelectronic devices, optical filters, and countless other 

possibilities will all be covered.”

RENESAS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, 

the supplier of advanced semiconductor 

solutions, has introduced the RX671 group of 

32-bit microcontrollers (MCUs), adding a new 

high-performance, 

high-functionality 

single-chip solution 

with touch sensing 

and voice recognition 

capabilities for 

contactless operation 

to the RX Family.

Part of Renesas’ 

mainstream RX600 

Series, the RX671 

MCUs are built 

around an RXv3 CPU core operating at 120 

MHz and integrates flash memory supporting 

fast read access at a clock speed of 60 

MHz, for impressive real-time performance 

with a CoreMark score of 707, and power 

efficiency among the best in the class at 48.8 

CoreMark/mA.

Available in a wide variety of packages with 

pin counts ranging from 48 to 145 pins with 

up to 2 megabytes (MB) of flash memory and 

384 kilobytes (KB) of SRAM, the RX671 MCUs 

are suited for a wide range of applications 

that require advanced functionality, power 

efficiency, and compact size, such as heating, 

ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), 

smart meters, and smart home appliances. 

For size-constrained devices that require 

advanced functionality, the RX671 is 

available with 2 MB of flash memory in a 64-

pin TFBGA package measuring only 4.5 mm 

× 4.5 mm – among the smallest anywhere 

among MCUs with 2MB flash memory.

The COVID-19 pandemic created new 

health and safety requirements that are 

transforming how people interact with 

their devices and environments, increasing 

the demand for hygienic contactless user 

interfaces in particular. The new RX671 MCU 

is optimized for contactless applications, 

integrating a capacitive touch sensing 

unit that combines high sensitivity with 

excellent noise tolerance and can be used to 

implement contactless proximity switches. 

In addition, the serial sound interface can 

be used to connect digital microphones 

that support voice recognition over long 

distances. Used in combination with voice 

recognition middleware from Renesas’ RX 

ecosystem partners, these features enable 

developers to create contactless operation 

functions utilizing voice recognition in a short 

amount of time.
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A GLOBAL SURVEY has identified the top 

trends and technologies that will impact 

smart phones, smart wearables and other 

mobile devices manufactured in 2026.

Molex, a global electronics leader and 

connectivity innovator, commissioned 

Dimensional Research to conduct The 

Future of Mobile Devices global survey in 

July 2021, polling 207 qualified participants 

representing mobile device OEMs and 

suppliers. Questions were asked to identify 

the features and timeframes for future mobile 

devices, as well as gauge the growing impact 

of 5G and connectivity innovations, along 

with barriers impeding overall progress.

No unanimous description emerged of a 

typical mobile device in 2026. However, the 

top-five disruptive features most anticipated, 

and ranked in order, by respondents are self-

charging; holographic or projection displays; 

fully recyclable; environment-proof, such as 

dust- or waterproof; and no-break displays. 

Time will tell which features will become 

standardized in five years, if ever.

While 90 per cent of those polled expect 

mobile devices to take on different form 

factors (e.g., screen size, shape, etc.), there 

wasn’t consensus on whether they would 

be smaller, larger or different altogether. 

Nearly two-thirds believe demand for novel 

wearables will grow, including smart clothing 

(40 per cent), glasses (33 per cent), earpieces 

(29 per cent) and watches (29 per cent). 

Typical consumers will likely have more 

specialized devices by 2026, according to two-

thirds of those polled. Still, 64 per cent believe 

smartphones with integrated capabilities will 

minimize or replace the need for tablets.

Respondents were also asked to rank up 

to five of the top features poised for the 

greatest amount of innovation in mobile 

devices manufactured in 2026. They cited 

data connectivity (42 per cent), followed by 

wireless charging (36 per cent), cameras (33 

per cent), Wi-Fi connectivity (28 per cent) and 

built-in speakers (28 per cent). Additionally, 

82 per cent expect consumers to reap 

significant benefits from 5G-enabled mobile 

devices by 2026. Ultra-fast 5G or mmWave 

ranked first (42 per cent) in enabling 

technologies forecasted to drive disruption 

in mobile device manufacturing, followed 

by two-way wireless charging, optical 

waveguides for smart glasses, cameras with 

wafer-level optics, and nanoscale or micro-

scale components.

Among mobile device OEMs and their 

suppliers, technology challenges remain that 

could impact plans for building future mobile 

devices. According to the survey participants, 

the most difficult problems to address are 

performance of 5G cellular connectivity 

(37 per cent), high-speed wireless charging 

(37 per cent), battery life (36 per cent), 

sustainability (35 per cent) and inability to 

produce small components at micro or nano 

scale (27 per cent).
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Euroquartz to launch UK 
manufactured surface mount 
clock oscillators at EDS 2021

NXP complies with new 
standard for automotive 
cybersecurity

Molex reveals findings from 
‘The Future of Mobile 
Devices’ survey 

FREQUENCY CONTROL SPECIALIST 

EUROQUARTZ is to launch a new range 

of UK manufactured surface mount 

clock oscillators capable of up to 3000G 

shock survivability with extended 

industrial temperature range on stand 

F2 at the Engineering Design Show 

(EDS) 2021 (19-20 October, Coventry 

Building Society Arena). The new 

components are being manufactured in 

the company’s class 7 cleanroom facility 

and frequencies are available from 2.0 

to 60MHz.

The new EQXO-75UIE oscillator is a 

ruggedised LVCMOS-compatible circuit 

with a miniature quartz crystal housed 

in a low-profile ceramic surface mount 

package measuring 7.0 x 5.0 x 1.4mm. 

Designed by Euroquartz for demanding 

industrial applications, it will provide 

reliable operation with good frequency 

stability across an extended industrial 

operating temperature band from -40 to 

+105°C. Utilising the latest advances in 

production technology, the combination of 

optimised design and high-quality materials 

provides a high reliability clock oscillator 

suitable for industrial applications.

Available with +2.5 and +3.3V (±10%) 

supply voltage options, additional features 

include superior phase noise performance 

with femto second phase jitter of 150fs 

(typical) and custom crystal pre-ageing 

options available. A further advantage of 

these UK-manufactured components is 

that they are free from ITAR regulations 

with reduced shipping costs. In addition, 

customers can visit the production facility 

without facing long haul flights.

NXP CYBERSECURITY

engineering processes are 

now certified as compliant 

with the new automotive 

cybersecurity standard 

ISO/SAE 21434.

NXP is said to be the first 

semiconductor supplier to 

be certified by TÜV SÜD to 

comply with the latest 

automotive cybersecurity standard ISO/SAE 

21434. The new automotive cybersecurity 

standard aims to provide connected vehicles 

with robust protection from malicious 

cyberattacks. The standard requires OEMs and 

their supply chains to apply a security-by-de-

sign approach to their components, servers, and 

processes to reduce the risk of being vulnerable 

to attacks at any point in the vehicle lifetime, 

from the initial concept and design phases to 

end of life.

From July 2022 onward, vehicle manufactur-

ers (automotive OEMs) must comply with the 

R155 automotive cybersecurity regulation for 

new vehicle type launches in Europe, Japan and 

Korea, which represents over a third of global 

vehicle production. Other regions are expected 

to follow. The standard ISO/SAE 21434 supports 

the implementation of the R155 requirements 

in organizations across the supply chain. NXP’s 

ISO/SAE 21434 certification helps enable OEMs 

to meet requirements of the R155 regulation.

The existing policies and processes of NXP 

have been refined and extended to fully meet 

the requirements of the new standard ISO/

SAE 21434.

The assessment and certification were 

conducted by TÜV SÜD. TÜV SÜD audited NXP’s 

organization, its policies and processes for 

compliance with new standard ISO/SAE 21434.

“With the increasing number of connected 

vehicles and technologies, it puts security at the 

forefront,” said Claudio Gregorio, department 

manager functional safety and cybersecurity at 

TÜV SÜD. “The certification facilitates the 

security by design approach, enhancing 

trustworthiness and reducing complexity across 

the complex automotive supply chain.” 
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Unique Silent Switcher designs offer 
high effi ciency at high switching 
frequencies >2MHz with ultra-low EMI

Silent Switcher®

Typical techniques for reducing radiated 
emissions can include spread spectrum 
frequency modulation, slew rate control, or 
use of modules with internal fi ltering and 
shielding. With Silent Switcher technology, 
Analog Devices have looked at the 
fundamental design of a switching regulator 
and developed parts from the ground up 
which meet Radiated EMI standards such as 
CISPR25 out of the box. 

In a buck regulator for example, the Silent 
Switcher design uses two high side FETs to 
create opposing magnetic fi elds in the two 
high current loops which cancel each other 
out (Fig.1), the resulting effect is almost like 
enclosing the circuit in a metal box.

Figure. 1 – Magnetic Field Cancellation in High 
Current Loops

Another common source of radiation can be 
the relatively long bond wires inside the device 
package that connect the die structure to the 

lead-frame, these can effectively act as min-
iature antennas radiating EMI. Again, Silent 
Switcher has taken a ground up approach and 
employed a fl ip chip design which removes 
these bond wires completely reducing parasitic 
inductance and this source of EMI

An extension to the technology, Silent 
Switcher 2, takes all the previous design 
principles and adds internal bypass capacitors 
and an integrated substrate to further improve 
EMI which is not sensitive to PCB layout. This 
helps to signifi cantly simplify designs and 
reduces performance risks even when using 
two-layer PC boards.

To validate the superior EMI performance, 
Analog Devices used a scope with a sniffi ng 
probe to compare the performance of a Silent 
Switcher device to a competitor part under the 
same conditions, this example demonstrated 
an impressive 40dB reduction in radiated 
emissions (Fig. 2).

Figure. 2 – Comparison of Radiated Emissions vs. 
Competitor

 More than 50 devices and modules 
featuring Silent Switcher® technology are 
already available from Analog Devices and 
increasing month by month, below are a small 
selection of these devices to suit a broad 
range of applications.

LT8337

The LT8337 is a synchronous step-up 
(boost) switching regulator which boasts 
very low quiescent current. Featuring Silent 
Switcher architecture and optional spread 
spectrum frequency modulation (SSFM) to 
minimize EMI emissions this device delivers 
high effi ciency (>90%) at high switching 
frequencies and low output currents. The 
device features low radiated EMI emissions 
to meet the requirements of CISPR25 Class 5 
Peak Limits (Fig.3).

The LT8337 series integrates 28V, 
5A power switches, operating at a fi xed 
switching frequency programmable between 
300kHz and 3MHz and synchronizable to an 

external clock. In addition, the device has 
output soft-start and output overvoltage 
lockout protection. The LT8337-1 variant of 
the device also allows external compensation 
for fast transient response. 

Figure 3. Radiated EMI Performance (CISPR25 Class 
5 Peak)

The LT8337 synchronous switching 
regulator has a wide input voltage range 
from 2.7V to 28V and a programmable 
output voltage up to 26V. The devices 
low VIN quiescent current in Burst Mode 
operation, and 100% duty-cycle capability 
for the integrated synchronous MOSFET in 
Pass Thru operation (VIN > VOUT) makes 
the LT8337 series ideal for battery-powered 
systems or any other general purpose 
step-up applications.

Matthew Johnson, 
Divisional Engineering Manager

An important aspect of power supply design is ensuring it can achieve a high effi ciency, typically 90%+, whilst 
at the same time meeting all regulatory standards that apply.
In order to achieve high effi ciency and low heat dissipation, switching regulators are replacing traditional 
linear regulators. The switching regulator is typically the fi rst active component on the input power line, and 
therefore has a signifi cant impact on the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) performance of the complete 
circuit.
Getting the balance between high effi ciency and low EMI right whilst also meeting standards around radiated 
EMI emissions is a tough challenge for designers. A non-compliant design can be very costly not just because 
of the retest fees incurred but also from a time-to-market perspective. In fact, the most common reason 
power supply designs go over budget and miss their target completion schedule is the PCB failing during EMI 
compliance testing.
Fortunately, there is help at hand, Matthew Johnson, Divisional Engineering Manager at Anglia introduces 
several high-performance switching regulators from Analog Devices that bring new levels of performance 
to synchronous converters. Combining high frequency switching, high effi ciency, and ultra-low EMI, these 
switching regulators offer very compact power solutions.

Current Loops
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LTC3307B

The LTC3307B showcases Analog Devices ability to produce 
very small, high effi ciency, low noise, monolithic synchronous 
step-down DC/DC converters. Housed in a low profi le 12-lead 
LQFN package measuring just 2mm × 2mm × 0.74mm the 
device is still capable of delivering 3A of output current and 
operates from a 2.25V to 5.5V input supply. 

Using constant-frequency, peak current mode control at 
switching frequencies from 3MHz to 10MHz and minimum 
on-time as low as 22ns, this regulator achieves fast transient 
response with small external components. The Silent Switcher 
architecture minimizes EMI emissions whilst the LQFN packages 
exposed pad delivers low thermal resistance. 

Figure 4. Ef� ciency and Power Loss in Burst Mode Operation

The LTC3307B can be operated in forced continuous or 
pulse- skipping mode for low noise, or low ripple Burst 
Mode operation for high efficiency at light loads (Fig.4). 
The device regulates output voltages as low as 500mV and 
includes integrated output over-voltage protection, short-
circuit protection, thermal shut-down, clock synchronization, 
and up to 100% duty-cycle operation for low dropout. 

The compact and efficient LTC3307B is suitable for a 
range of applications such as battery-powered devices, 
optical networking equipment, servers, automotive, 
industrial and communications equipment. They are also 
ideal for circuits using distributed point of load (POL) 
DC power systems or for power supplies in designs 
incorporating FPGA, ASIC, and microprocessors.

LT8648S

The LT8648S is ideal for applications with higher power 
demands, this synchronous step-down regulator features 
second generation Silent Switcher 2 architecture designed to 
minimize EMI emissions while delivering high effi ciency at 
high switching frequencies. The device includes the integration 
of input and boost capacitors to optimize all the fast current 
loops inside and make it easy to achieve specifi ed EMI 
performance by reducing layout sensitivity. This performance 
makes the LT8648S ideal for noise sensitive applications and 
environments.

The LT8648S features fast, clean, low overshoot switching 
edges that enable high effi ciency operation even at high 
switching frequencies, leading to a small overall solution. The 
device is housed in a LQFN36 package measuring 7 x 4mm and 
can deliver an impressive 15A output current.

Figure 5. Radiated EMI Performance (CISPR25 Test with Class 5 Peak 
Limits)

The device features peak current mode control with a 25ns 
minimum on-time, this allows high step-down ratios even at 
high switching frequencies. External compensation can also 
be implemented allowing for fast transient response at high 
switching frequencies, the device also permits current sharing 
whilst the CLKOUT pin enables synchronizing other regulators 
to the LT8648S. The device has low radiated EMI emissions 
and can meet the requirements of CISPR25 Class 5 Peak Limits 
(Fig.5).

The LT8648S has 3 operation modes, Burst Mode enables 
low standby current consumption, forced continuous mode 
can control frequency harmonics across the entire output 
load range, or spread spectrum operation can further 
reduce EMI emissions. Soft-start and tracking functionality 
is also provided along with an accurate input voltage UVLO 
confi gurable threshold.

LTM8051

The LTM8051 is a quad 40VIN, 1.2A step-down μModule® 
regulator, the outputs can be paralleled in an array for up to 

4.8A capability. Again, Silent Switcher architecture is employed 
in the LTM8051 to minimize EMI while delivering high 
effi ciency at frequencies up to 3MHz and enabling the device to 
achieve compliance with radiated emissions limits to CISPR22 
Class B and CISPR25 Class 5 standards (Fig. 6)

Included in the LTM8051 μModule® package are the 
controllers, power switches, inductors, and other support 
components. This high level of integration minimises the 
number of external components required, simplifying circuit 
design, and reducing overall cost.

Figure 6. Radiated EMI Performance (CISPR22 Class B & CISPR25 Class 
5 Peak Limits)

The device operates over a wide input voltage range from 
3V to 40V, output voltages from 0.8V to 8V, and a switching 
frequency range from 300kHz to 3MHz which can be set by a 
single resistor. Only the bulk input and output fi lter capacitors 
are needed to fi nish the design.

The LTM8051 is packaged in a compact Ball Grid Array 
(BGA) package measuring 6.25mm × 11.25mm × 2.22mm 
and has a specifi ed operating temperature range from -40°C 
to +125°C.

Design Support
The Silent Switcher switching regulators from Analog Devices 
are backed up with various development boards and kits, these 
allow designers to evaluate the full capability and features of 
the parts whilst speeding up time to market.

  

Anglia offer support for power supply and other types of 
designs with free evaluation kits and samples of Analog 
Devices products via the EZYsample service which is available 
to all registered Anglia Live account customers.

Anglia’s engineering team are also on hand, they have 
extensive experience of working with power supply related 
designs and are able to advise on best practice to meet both 
effi ciency and regulatory requirements. This expertise is 
available to support customers with all aspects of their designs, 
offering hands on design support along with access to Analog 
Devices vast resource of technical application notes and 
reference designs.
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to see the full range of other 
Analog Devices products 
available from Anglia.  
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Could US Presidential report begin 
to end rampant globalisation...?

T
itled “Building Resilient Supply 

Chains, Revitalizing American 

Manufacturing and Fostering 

Broad Based Growth”, the 

report by the US Department of 

Commerce (DoC) investigates factors that 

could threaten the US’s manufacturing 

capability and the availability and integrity 

of critical goods, products and services. In 

the technological sector the report focused 

on supply chain issues in four important US 

industries: Semiconductor Manufacturing 

& Advanced Packaging; Large Capacity 

Batteries; Critical Minerals & Materials and 

Pharmaceuticals & Active Pharmaceutical 

Ingredients (APIs). The first three sections of 

the report reflect directly on global electronic 

components markets. 

Semiconductor manufacturing and 
advanced packaging
The US share of global semiconductor 

production has declined from 37 per cent 

to 12 per cent in just ten years and in the 

absence of a comprehensive governmental 

strategy is projected to decline even further. 

The DoC’s analysis acknowledges that 

Taiwan - responsible for over 92 per cent of 

leading-edge semiconductors - has a lead in 

global semiconductor production but notes 

that the country’s government provides 

generous subsidies to manufacturers for 

fabrication facilities, meeting 50 per cent 

of the cost of the land and 45 per cent of 

construction and infrastructure costs. In 

June 2021 the Senate approved the “US 

Innovation and Competition Act (USICA)” 

bill, which earmarks $52bn for investment 

in US-based semiconductor research, 

design and manufacturing, and $29bn for 

investment in applied sciences, but these 

measures must be approved by the House of 

Representatives before they can be signed 

into law.

Resilient supply networks
For years the US private sector and public 

policy approach to domestic production 

has prioritised cost efficiency and return 

on investment over security, sustainability 

and resilience, which has resulted in 

entire industries being ‘hollowed out’, 

precipitating the threats to supply chains 

that the DoC investigation was looking 

for. The Department had earlier warned 

that “in the absence of the commercial 

volume the US will not be able to keep up 

with technology in terms of quality, cost 

or workforce”, recognising that a robust 

and resilient supply chain must include a 

diverse and healthy ecosystem of suppliers. 

The DoC also recommended that additional 

effort be focused on “rebuilding small and 

medium sized manufacturing operations and 

diversifying international suppliers to reduce 

the risk of geographic concentration”. 

Supply chain vulnerabilities
The DoC report identified four inter-related 

themes that contribute to US supply chain 

vulnerabilities:

Insufficient manufacturing capability: 

The loss of manufacturing capacity in the 

US has gone a long way to stifle the IP 

innovation that underpinned the country’s 

continuing progress in a range of products 

and technologies. When production capacity 

moves offshore R&D and wider industrial 

supply chains follow. It’s estimated that the 

US lost a third of all its manufacturing jobs 

between 2000 and 2010. 

Misaligned incentives and short-

termism in private markets: Current US 

market structures fail to reward organisations 

for investing in quality, sustainability, or 

long-term productivity. The report found 

that between 2009 and 2018, S&P500 listed 

organisations distributed 91 per cent of 

their net income to shareholders in the form 

of either stock buybacks or dividends. The 

private sector’s focus on short-term capital 

returns has led to chronic underinvestment, 

resulting in a declining share of corporate 

income available for R&D, new facilities and 

resilient production processes. 

Industrial policies adopted by allies, 

partner and competitor nations: The 

report singles China out for the aggressive 

and sometimes unethical practices that it 

applies to stimulate domestic production and 

capture global market share. These practices 

include widespread public investment in 

R&D, domestic demand incentives and 

strategic international partnerships. Other 

nations have adopted less controversial 

industrial policies including scouring the 

world for lower-cost production centres.

Critical minerals and materials and large 

capacity batteries: Climate warming is 

driving the demand for the rare earth metals 

and minerals necessary to manufacture low-

carbon technologies. According to figures 

from the US Department of Energy, China 

has control of 55 per cent of global rare 

earths mining and 85 per cent of rare earths 

refining capacity, including 60 per cent of the 

world’s lithium and 80 per cent of its cobalt, 

two of the primary inputs to high-capacity 

battery manufacture. China also has over 75 

per cent of the world’s fabrication capacity 

for advanced battery cell production. These 

figures reveal an alarming threat to the 

future of EV manufacturing and sales in the 

US and other nations. 

Limited international coordination: The 

DoC report accuses the US government 

of chronic under-investment in the 

international diplomatic efforts necessary 

to develop collective approaches to supply 

chain security.

Conclusion
Following the UK government’s 

commitment to banning the sale of petrol 

and diesel cars by 2030, I’m encouraged 

that six companies are in talks with 

regional local authorities about investment 

in UK-based “gigafactories” to build large 

capacity batteries for electric vehicles. 

Sadly, these facilities will still be highly 

reliant on China to supply the lithium and 

cobalt needed in production.

Increased geographic supply chain 

diversity mandates increased government 

involvement, which suggests that the era of 

“rampant globalisation” might be coming to 

an end. It will be interesting to see how far 

the Western economies become “managed” 

or “directed” by governmental policy 

over the next few years. Are the proposed 

“gigafactories” indicative of regional or 

national adoption of more “joined up” 

manufacturing policies? I hope so, but the 

progress of UK (and European) government 

decision-making is painfully slow and there 

is likely to be a lot more change happening 

in the decades to come, which is certain to 

deflect or re-direct progress.

Commissioned by Joe Biden after his inauguration, the report that the US Department of 
Commerce (DoC) published in June revealed much to concern the new President: It examined 
threats from cyber-attack, climate shock, extreme weather events, terrorist attacks, 
pandemics and global competition. The section covering technology manufacture and 
innovation makes interesting reading for everyone involved with the electronic components 
supply network in the US and in Europe. Adam Fletcher, chairman of the Electronic 
Components Supply Network (ecsn), reviews some of the report’s key findings and wonders 
if “rampant globalisation” is coming to an end?

“…Promoting Positive Collaboration Throughout 
the Electronic Components Supply Network to 
Benefit Members and the Economy…”
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Aerospace/Military/Defence 
Product of the year

ADAR300 – Analog Devices

Connectivity Solutions for F-35
Smiths Interconnect 

LX7720 Integrated Radiation-Hardened Motor 
Controller - Microchip

Automotive Product of the year
Automatic Passenger Counting Technology  

Exeros Technologies

DL950 ScopeCorder and IS8000 Integrated 
Measurement software platform 

Yokogawa Test&Measurement Europe

FerriSSD - Silicon Motion

OAX8000 AI-enabled, automotive application-
specific integrated circuit 

OmniVision Technologies, Inc

SC1702 Smart Display Controller -
Socionext Europe GmbH

TrustAnchor 100 (TA100) cryptographic 
companion device - Microchip

Display Product of the year
Fire Proof Monitors BLO-Line A1 Monitors 

Display Technology Ltd

maXTouch MXT2912TD-UW touchscreen 
controller for ultrawide displays 

Microchip Technology

Zybrid Hover - Contactless Touch Technology 
Zytronic Displays Limited

Embedded Solution 
Product of the year

eSOL eMCOS® Hypervisor- eSOL

FerriUFS - Silicon Motion

LYNX MOSA.ic™ bundles for the 
Mission Critical Edge

Lynx SoftWare Technologies

MAX78000 low-power neural network 
accelerated microcontroller 

Maxim Integrated

RF Digital Tunable Capacitors - Nanusens

SiT9501 differential MEMS oscillator - SiTime

Trust&GO Wi-Fi 32-bit MCU Module 
(WFI32E01PC) - Microchip Technology

Versal™ AI Core - Xilinx

Enclosure Product of the year
BN Series - BCL Enclosures

BODY-CASE - OKW

EK - 4Most

UM-PRO press-drawn section housings
Phoenix Contact

Engineering Development/Design 
Tool of the year 

Icicle Kit for PolarFire RISC-V-based SoC FPGAs
Microchip Technology

SV4E-I3C I3C Test and Debug Module 
Introspect Technology

Tracealyzer - Percepio AB

Interconnection Product of the year
Connectivity Solutions for F-35 

Smiths Interconnect

Fischer LP360™ - Fischer Connectors

IP68 Waterproof Push-Pull Metallic Circular 
Connector - Yamaichi Electronics

Smiths Interconnect's cPCI launched on NASA 
Mars Perseverance Rover  

Smiths Interconnect

SPT modular configurable PCB terminal blocks  
Phoenix Contact

Internet of Things 
Product of the Year

AD9082: Mixed signal front-end (MxFETM), 
Quad-channel 16-bit 12GSPS RF DAC and 

Dual-channel 12-bit 6GSPS RF ADC 
Analog Devices

ADE9153B Energy Measurement IC with mSure 
Self-Calibration and Sensor Monitoring 

Analog Devices

Embedded IoT solutions for rapid development
Microchip Technology

IoT High Definition-Power Line Communication 
(HD-PLC) Solution 

Socionext Europe GmbH

MAX78000 low-power neural network 
accelerated microcontroller 

Maxim Integrated

Radio Wave Sensor 
Socionext Europe GmbH

Sentry Solutions Stack and SupplyGuard Service
Lattice Semiconductor
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Meet the 2021 EIA Finalists

Electronics Industry Awards 2021

Product Awards

The Finalist’s for the 2021 Electronics Industry Awards are in! 
Join us at the Tower Hotel in London on the 21st October where 
the winner’s will be revealed! 
Email hcampbell@cieonline.co.uk to book your tickets now.
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Electronics Industry Awards 2021

Power Product of the Year
AgileSwitch digital programmable gate driver and 

SP6LI SiC power module kit  
Microchip Technology

BMR491 - Flex Power Modules

ElectroglaZ - Zytronic

FIEPOS - PULS

IT7800 High Power Programmable  
 AC/DC Power Supply   

ITECH Electronic Co., Ltd.

Medical Laser power supply type 
SMM3000A80024C   

Powerbox International AB

MinE-CAP - Power Integrations

NV6128 GaNFast Power IC  
Navitas Semiconductor

SiGe Rectifiers - Nexperia

TUNS1200 compact AC/DC power module 
COSEL

Test, Measurement & Inspection 
Product of the Year

Cloud HPC on PathWave Advanced Design  
System (ADS) 

Keysight Technologies

DL950 ScopeCorder and IS8000 Integrated 
Measurement software platform  

Yokogawa Test&Measurement Europe

First ever CATR radar test system using the 
R&S®ATS1500C CATR chamber and 

R&S®AREG100A Automotive Radar Echo 
Generator - Rohde & Schwarz

Fluke™ ii910 Precision Acoustic Imager 
Fluke

IT7800 High Power Programmable  
AC/DC Power Supply 

ITECH Electronic Co., Ltd.

N9042B UXA X-Series Signal Analyzer  
Keysight Technologies

Radar system iSYS-6030 for Distance 
Measurement - InnoSenT GmbH

TekScope - Tektronix

Business Awards
Academic Support

Advanced Rework Technology Ltd

Embassy Global, LLC

NCAB GROUP UK Ltd

Best Customer Service
Advanced Rework Technology Ltd

Brainboxes Ltd

Introspect Technology

NCAB GROUP UK Ltd

NSTAR Global Services

Pure Electronics Ltd

Distributor of the Year
Buerklin Elektronik

Castle Microwave

Digi-key Electronics

Powell Electronics

Radwell International

Rochester Electronics

Electronics Manufacturer  
of the Year

Cello Electronics

Custom Interconnect Ltd

Electronics Manufacturing Solutions

NCAB GROUP Ltd

Pure Electronics

Vanilla Electronics

Yamaichi Electronics

Environmental Leadership
Analog Devices

Exide Technologies 

NCAB GROUP Ltd

Excellence in Innovation
Analog Devices

Brainboxes Ltd

Custom Interconnect Ltd

Exide Technologies

Fujitsu Components

Smiths Interconnect

Industry Personality 
We do not announce this until the night 

and no shortlist Is provided.

Most Outstanding PR Agency
BWW Communications

Coastal PR

Embassy Global LLC

Mascarenhas PR 

Napier

Rose Media Group

Vortex PR
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T
he meat industry plays a vital role in the Spanish 

economy and is the largest subsector of the 

nation’s food and beverage industry. However, this 

important sector has a problem - the by-products not 

intended for human consumption. With regulations 

limiting how these by-products can be used, industrial 

electrical assemblers TERBEL turned to global drive and motor 

manufacturer WEG to realise a solution.

The meat industry is responsible for 22.2 per cent of the 

food industry’s total national turnover, according to a 2021 

report by the Ministerio de Agricultura, Pesca y Alimentación 

(Spanish ministry of agriculture, fisheries and food). Accounting 

for such a large proportion of the Spanish food industry, it is 

important for policies surrounding what to do with waste align 

with the European Union’s (EU) Farm to Fork Strategy for an 

environmentally friendly, healthy and secure food system.

Changing legislation
In the EU animal by-products are split into three categories, 

each of which has its own waste management procedure and 

permitted uses. Traditionally, animal by-products were reused 

by farmers and fed to livestock. However, since 2009, EU 

Regulation (EC) No. 1069/2009 repealed the previous 2002 

legislation and prohibited the feeding of category one by-

products to animals.

With previous practices now prohibited, farms across the 

country were faced with the challenge – what to do with these 

by-products? In the interests of public health, food safety and 

the environment, managing their secure disposal in accordance 

with legislation is essential. This is the problem that animal 

by-product treatment plant for Galicia and surrounding 

autonomous communities, Gesuga, tackles.

cient aste ana e ent
Processing between 250,000 and 300,000 kilograms of by-

products each day, Gesuga’s facility converts these by-products 

into organic fertilisers, biodiesel and meal and bone meal 

(MBM), helping to reduce the meat industry’s overall waste.

In 2020, Gesuga developed a combustion and gasification 

plant to recover energy in the form of substitute natural gas 

(SNG) from category one animal by-products, MBM, to power 

their main operations with less reliance on fossil fuels.

To design this gasification and combustion plant, Gesuga 

turned to TERBEL, industrial electrical assembler dedicated 

to the maintenance and assembly of electrical installations 

including industrial process control. TERBEL was tasked with 

carrying out the engineering, integration and installation of a 

distributed control system (DCS), connected using a Profibus 

communication network. To create this system, TERBEL turned 

to long-term trusted supplier WEG to supply essential variable 

speed drives.

cient p od cts
Motors play an essential role in many of the processes taking 

place at the gasification and combustion plant, including 

the transportation of MBM, ventilation for the processes of 

gasification and combustion and the dosing of the different 

materials and elements required. 

“As the gasification and combustion plant was designed 

to produce energy to power the main operations at Gesuga, 

guaranteeing continuous energy generation was essential,” 

explains Luis Alberto Terroba Iñiguez, technical industrial 

engineer at TERBEL. “TERBEL has a long history of working 

with and installing WEG products. For the project at Gesuga, 

we needed reliable components to guarantee the entire 

facility’s continuous operation, and we knew we could trust the 

proven robustness and efficiency that WEG offers.”

To control these motors, TERBEL opted for 16 variable speed 

drives from WEG’s CFW11 and CFW700 lines, to continuously 

manage power ranging from 0.37 kilowatts (kW) to 200 kW. 

“The CFW11 and CFW700 are both developed with WEG’s 

plug-and-play philosophy in mind,” explains Miguel Ángel 

Gonzalo, sales engineer at WEG Iberia. “This means that any 

accessories that are plugged in are automatically recognised 

by the variable speed drive, removing the need for extra 

configuration and simplifying both installation and operation.”

cient co nication
All WEG’s products are designed with efficiency at the 

forefront. However, installation was carried out even more 

efficiently thanks to WEG Iberia’s technical team, based in 

Madrid, who were on hand to assist TERBEL’s engineers from 

the moment the order was placed.

cient ope ations
Through efficient design, project management and 

communication, WEG’s variable speed drives were 

successfully integrated into the DCS at Gesuga’s gasification 

and combustion plant. 

“WEG’s variable speed drives enabled a reduction in the 

electrical energy consumption of the plant’s motors, precise 

control of the pressure, flow and temperature processes 

contributing to entirely energy-efficient operations,” 

explains Gonzalo.

Recovering energy from MBM to power Gesuga’s 

animal by-product treatment operations has resulted in a 

considerable reduction in fossil fuel use, carbon dioxide 

emissions and cost.

“Thanks to the success of the project, Gesuga has 

estimated a 60 per cent reduction in its reliance on natural 

gas compared to previously, cutting carbon dioxide emissions 

by 6,000 tonnes each year,” Terroba says. “Having completed 

the project in the second half of 2020, the gasification and 

combustion plant has now been continuously operating since 

January 2021, cutting the entire facility’s operational costs 

and allowing it to offer more sustainable services.

www.weg.net

WEG supplies variable speed drives for 
project involving animal by-products

Efficiency on every level   

Industrial
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E
lectromagnetic interference, more commonly known 

as EMI, is an interference that is caused by an 

electromagnetic irregularity emitted by one device that 

then impacts the way another device works. While EMI 

occurs in everyday life, the volume dramatically increases 

the second you step onto a factory fl oor with industrial robotics, 

subsequently increasing the need for built-in protection and safety. 

Heavy duty solutions
In factory environments facing high vibration, dust intrusion, 

temperature challenges and high data transmission, heavy 

duty connectors (HDCs) help ensure fl exible design options 

with dynamic inserts and power, signal, and data connectivity. 

Heavy duty connectors are rectangular industrial connectors 

designed to transmit power, data, and signal in the toughest of 

industrial robotics applications. They provide a reliable solution 

with rock fall safe aluminum enclosures with protection 

degrees from IP65 to IP69K. Approved according to EN/IEC 

1984 standard, HDC connectors range from 10A to 650A, and 

are available with up to 288 contacts. 

HDCs help ensure that the enormous quantities of data points 

from the robots in a manufacturing environment are gathered 

and routed at the highest possible speed without interruption 

from EMI. Reliable connectivity ensures higher productivity, 

effi ciency, and safety — all of which are critical in harsh 

environments where employees and robots work side by side. 

Importance of EMI protection
Motor and motor control functions on robots produce the most 

EMI on the factory fl oor. This is due to the incredibly strong 

power signal of the rectangular tape that is typically used — up 

to 600 watts (20 amps). These conditions require a specialized 

shield on the cable. This ensures that the EMI emitted by 

the motor and motor control will not impact the overarching 

environment. Shielding is also important for the termination of 

the data stream, which applies to HDCs and RJ45 inserts. 

Another important aspect is noise. If a design is not done 

properly and not effectively protecting against EMI, motors 

can be producing high noise levels that impact other lines 

in the factory. This impact could be on the signal and data 

communication needed during installation. 

Magnetic interference is also common, especially in 

environments where electrical welding is used. Magnetic 

interference can corrupt data, which can result in signifi cant 

productivity losses or, even worse, damage to the equipment 

or surrounding employees. Therefore, ensuring a reliable data 

stream regardless of environment is critical. 

Trending technology 
A current trend within robotics applications is one cable 

technology. This is a trend to save money as well as implement 

power and signal into one connector housing. TE has taken this a 

step further by offering both one cable options as well as hybrid 

solutions. These are working with power and signal connectivity 

in one cable, in one housing. 

Looking into these hybrid designs, EMI protection becomes 

even more important if combining an AC power line with signal 

and data in one single cable. All of the lines must be properly 

shielded and protected against each other, otherwise the data 

computation may be compromised throughout this cable.

TE understands the need for reliable connectivity in your 

factory to meet today’s demands for higher speeds, shorter 

downtimes, faster installations and maximized reliability despite 

increasingly harsh environments. The INTERCONTEC product 

portfolio connects servo motors to servo drives and controls as 

well as to robotics and machinery enabling reliable operation 

while reducing installation time and downtime. 

Shielded protection  
Within TE connectors is shielding technology. With the broad 

portfolio, factories can choose which products work best for their 

applications. For example, there is braided shielding as well as 

foil shielding technology. 

Foil shielding is a type of cable that is encased using a 

thin layer of copper or aluminum. Typically, it will also have a 

polyester backing to increase durability and work in tandem 

with a drain wire to ground the shield. The main advantage is 

that it offers full coverage and can stand up to high-frequency 

applications like robotics. It’s also an economic solution that 

has an easy production process. On the other hand, it’s not as 

durable and some of the elements can be fragile when faced 

with high-fl ex applications. But, in high EMI environments, the 

maximum coverage of foil shielding is ideal. 

Braided shielding uses a tightly woven lattice of thin tin or 

copper to encapsulate a cable assembly. This provides a low-

resistance path to the ground and is the most traditional shielding 

form. It’s more versatile, more fl exible and offers greater strength. 

Braided shielding is often recommended for EMI applications, 

but at low to medium frequencies. However, it does not always 

guarantee coverage depending on how tight the braiding is, and it 

can take up more space on the manufacturing line. 

Overall, fi nding a problem caused by EMI is more diffi cult 

than fi nding other problems in a system — a connector that isn’t 

locked into its interface for example, is immediately visible and 

can be corrected. Seeing and fi nding a mistake caused through 

EMI takes time and expertise, resulting in protective, proactive 

components being essential on the factory fl oor. 

www.te.com

The future of industrial looks bright, intelligent and robotic. The number of applications 
for state-of-the-art industrial robotics continues to grow exponentially in industries like 
automotive and aircraft construction all the way to the pharmaceutical industry. A challenge, 
however, is engineering these robots for industrial-level environments with harsh conditions — 
including the highest amounts of electromagnetic interference (EMI). 

The importance of 
EMI protection in 
industrial robotics   

Photos courtesy of TE Connectivity
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Measurement accuracy
AOI is the automated visual inspection of PCBA 

manufacture which uses a technology (Camera/

Laser/Light) to scan the assembly for defects 

that could lead to board failure. It can be used at 

many stages through the manufacturing process 

including bare board inspection and populated 

board inspection (pre and/or post reflow). SPI 

monitors solder paste deposits including its 

alignment and volume during the manufacturing 

process. These systems are increasingly 

important for electronics manufacturers because 

they help ensure high quality production results 

and improve reliability, quality and performance 

of the PCBA.

Measurement accuracy has always been 

important within the electronic assembly industry 

but with the decreasing geometry of components 

used in modern electronic assemblies, and 

the need to offer 100% reliable and traceable 

processes for critical applications their 

importance is growing. 

While most manufacturers base quality 

decisions on a “good-bad” comparison of 

reference images, variables like surface finish, 

board condition, and component proximity can 

easily influence these image-based decisions. 

Data generated from 3D light measurement 

systems, however, supplies meaningful insights 

about the process and can help manufacturers 

eliminate the root cause of a defect. As such, 

manufacturers must trust the data from the 

system and use that data to help transform, 

monitor and control the PCBA process. However, 

for these systems to make the leap from 

inspection to process control, and ultimately to 

automated process optimisation, the data must 

be reliable, repeatable and relatable.

With speed to market of the essence and the 

importance of reliability a priority, manufacturers 

want to monitor and adapt the process to 

achieve zero defects by consistently accessing 

all the data. Furthermore, manufacturers require 

process optimization which has been difficult to 

achieve for 2D, 2.5D, and quasi True 3D systems 

that cannot reliably offer accurate information 

by providing real “True 3D” data. It is also 

impossible for these systems to accurately 

detect, measure and quantify shape, coplanarity 

changes and solder amount. To overcome 

these challenges a True 3D light measurement 

system is required to measure every aspect 

of the component and solder joint generating 

a significant set of reliable and accurate 

measurement data. 

“The rise in inspection systems was originally 

positioned as a form of safety net to capture 

PCBAS not matching a comparative ‘gold 

standard’ product,” explains Joe Booth, CEO, 

Altus Group.

“Escapes and faults from production can 

be caught before they get to the customer and 

damage credibility which would eventually affect 

company profits. Intelligent companies invested 

in Solder Paste Inspection (SPI) because 84% of 

production faults are caused by solder errors. 

However, more companies invested in AOI as a 

fault finder once the board had been populated.

 “Hardware has moved on; computing power 

has grown exponentially and the number of 

sensors in inspection machines has matched this 

growth in computing power. This has resulted 

in more accurate machines, with the ability to 

collect more data. This in turn has culminated in 

detailed information now available to judge if the 

board is of a satisfactory standard based on the 

‘gold standard’ board/programme. Automated 

3D AOI and SPI have been a game changer in 

reliable electronics ensuring the intricate PCBAs 

within these complex components are fail safe. 

“One company that is trailblazing this ideal 

in automated 3D inspection is Koh Young. Since 

the Koh Young systems use light measurement, 

they produce the most accurate measurements 

of a PCBA, therefore it can be used to set the 

tightest tolerances. This results in better quality 

inspection, PCBAs and a large reduction in 

false calls. Thanks to this intelligent automated 

technology which has the highest level of 

connectivity for all the inspection stations, overall 

automation capability is enhanced and the 

Industry 4.0 ideal is met.” 

Highly reliable
Data, especially from inspection and test 

systems, is the foundation for Industry 4.0 

and Smart Factories, so advanced systems 

must evolve from simply judging “Pass/

Fail” situations into highly intuitive, dynamic 

decision-making systems. This emphasises the 

need for reliable, repeatable, and relatable data. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) engines can empower 

systems to help manufacturers analyse and 

optimise the PCBA process by managing process 

data from connected SPI, pre-reflow AOI, and 

post-reflow AOI systems. Ideally, the AI system 

collects all inspection and measurement data 

from equipment in the line, and then delivers 

information anywhere within the network with 

an intuitive, web-based user interface.

Improving metrics
The machine to machine (M2M) communication 

standards, guided in part by Industry 4.0, are 

altering the manufacturing process by improving 

metrics like first pass yield and throughput with 

autonomous process adjustments that increase 

board quality and reduce production costs. As 

part of this path, certain process control software 

suites like KSMART from Koh Young can 

revolutionise data collection and analysis, and 

more importantly PCBA process optimisation. 

KSMART analysis solution collects all 

inspection and measurement data from all 

equipment with its KSMART hub. Adept 

equipment supplies can then apply the data 

set to proprietary AI engines for continuous 

performance improvement. 

The advantage of this analytical tool is 

traceability. KSMART helps advanced inspection 

systems evolve from “Pass/Fail” tools into 

highly intuitive, dynamic decision-making 

systems. KSMART ensures the highest levels 

of transparency by showing all conditions 

of the lines, while providing the required 

documentation for changes to the job file, 

package, part, and more.

Crucial data 
Suppliers must measure the true 3D information 

of components and solder joints. If properly 

accomplished, the AOI can offer very valuable 

data, thus, becoming the most reliable “sensor” 

on the line. Companies can only guarantee the 

validity of 3D data if the system uses True 3D 

measurement technology to extract the exact 

body dimensions for all component types. The 

combination of multipoint measurement and 

process data collected from SPI, pre-reflow 

AOI, and post-reflow AOI systems, combined 

with data from printers, mounters, and reflow 

ovens will allow manufacturers to deliver an AI-

powered, zero defect, self-healing line. 

Using True 3D measurement data generated 

during multipoint inspection helps manufacturers 

define the source of inefficiencies and boost 

line efficiency. These inspection solutions are 

laying the foundation for a smart factory, while 

revolutionising process optimisation.

www.altusgroup.co.uk

The use of Automated Optical Inspection (AOI) and 3D Solder Paste inspection (SPI) systems are 
popular methods of printed circuit board assembly (PCBA) assessment. Their use is becoming 
ever more important as the requirement for miniaturised PCBAs and the dense, intricate 
circuitry used within them requires careful inspection to ensure reliability

True 3D inspection is a game 
changer to big data   

Industrial
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Obsolete Chip?
E-tec offers a range of competitively priced package
adaptors to solve obsolete package problems.
These high quality adaptors are typically produced 
in 1.6mm thickness material or where the upper
footprint interferes with the lower footprint then 
2.4mm material is used. Here the pins are fitted 
into blind holes from below and the combination 
of a press fit and a solder fillet around the pin 
shoulder provides a reliable and robust connection. 

Daughter boards can be created to customer
requirements and raised pins are available to 
raise the complete assemble off the pcb to the
required level.

E-tec welcomes special adaptor enquiries, send the
chip package details for the top and bottom parts and
we will respond promptly with a quotation.

t: 01892 530260 f: 01892 515560
e: info@e-tec.co.uk    www.e-tec.co.uk  
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E
thernet-APL (advanced physical layer) specifies the details of the application of Ethernet 

communication to sensors and actuators for the process industry and will be published 

under the IEC. It is based on the new 10BASE-T1L (IEEE802.3cg-2019) Ethernet physical 

layer standard, approved on 7 November 2019, and specifies the implementation and 

explosion protection methods for use in hazardous locations. The leading companies 

in process automation are working together under the umbrella of PROFIBUS and PROFINET 

International (PI), ODVA, Inc., and FieldComm Group to make Ethernet-APL work across Industrial 

Ethernet protocols and to accelerate its deployment.

Why is Ethernet-APL important? 
Ethernet-APL will change the process automation world by enabling high bandwidth, seamless 

Ethernet connectivity to field devices. It solves the challenges that, to date, have limited the use 

of Ethernet to the field. These challenges include power, bandwidth, cabling, distance, and use in 

hazardous locations. By solving these challenges for both brownfield upgrades and new greenfield 

installations, Ethernet-APL will enable new insights that were previously unavailable, such as 

combining process variables, secondary parameters, and asset health feedback and seamlessly 

communicating them to the control layer. These new insights will awaken new possibilities for 

data analysis, operational insights, and productivity improvements through a converged Ethernet 

network from the field to the cloud (see Figure 1).

 To replace 4 mA to 20 mA or fieldbus communications (Foundation Fieldbus or PROFIBUS PA) 

with Ethernet-APL in process automation applications, both power and data need to be provided 

to the sensors and actuators. The distance between field-level devices and control systems in 

process automation applications has been a significant challenge to existing Industrial Ethernet 

physical layer technologies being limited to 100 m. With distances of up to 1 km required in process 

automation applications, combined with the need for very low power and robust field devices 

suitable for use in Zone 0 (intrinsically safe) applications, a new approach to realize Ethernet 

physical layer technology for process automation was required. Ethernet-APL is this new approach.

Ethernet-APL is based on 10BASE-T1L physical layer capability of a full-duplex, dc-balanced, point-

to-point communication scheme with PAM 3 modulation at a 7.5 MBd symbol rate, 4B3T coding. 

It supports two amplitude modes, 2.4 V peak up to 1000 m cable and 1.0 V peak at a reduced 

distance. The 1.0 V peak amplitude mode means that this new physical layer technology can also 

be used in the environment of explosion-proof systems (Ex) and meet the strict maximum energy 

restrictions. 10BASE-T1L enables long distance transmission on two-wire technology of both power 

and data over a shielded, single twisted pair cable.

When it comes to power delivery to field devices, Ethernet-APL can deliver up to 500 mW in Zone 

0 applications, compared to that of approximately 36 mW delivered by 4 mA to 20 mA systems 

today. In nonintrinsically safe applications, up to 60 W of power is possible depending on the cable 

used. With significantly more power available at the edge of the network, new field devices with 

enhanced features and functions can be enabled because the power limitations of 4 mA to 20 mA 

and fieldbus no longer apply. For example, higher performance measurement and enhanced edge 

processing of data is now possible with this additional power. This will unlock valuable insights 

about process variables that will now be made accessible via a web server running on the field-level 

devices (field assets), and which will ultimately drive improvements and optimizations in process 

flows and asset management.

To exploit the rich dataset containing these valuable new insights, a higher bandwidth 

communications link is required to deliver the datasets from these new field devices across the 

process installation to plant-level infrastructure or up to the cloud for processing. Ethernet-APL 

removes the need for complex, power-hungry gateways and enables a converged Ethernet 

network across the information technology (IT) and operating technology (OT) domains. 

By Maurice O’Brien, strategic marketing manager at Analog Devices

Ethernet-APL: Optimization 
of process automation with 
actionable insights   

Industrial

Figure 1. Seamless Ethernet connectivity with Ethernet-APL in process automation.
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This converged network delivers a simplified installation, easy device replacement, and faster 

network commissioning and configuration. This results in faster software updates with simplified 

root cause analysis and maintenance of field-level devices.

Advantages of an Ethernet-APL solution
By converging on Ethernet-APL, the need for expensive, complex, and power-hungry gateways has 

been removed. This also enables a transition from the hugely fragmented fieldbus infrastructure that 

has created data islands where access to the data within field-level devices is limited. By removing 

these gateways, the cost and complexity of these legacy installations is significantly reduced and 

the data islands they created are removed.

Process automation applications to date have used the legacy communications standards, as 

shown in Table 1, which have several limitations that the new 10BASE-T1L Ethernet standard 

overcomes. 10BASE-T1L provides the potential to reuse some of the existing installed cables, 

creating significant opportunities for brownfield upgrades of process automation installations with 

Ethernet-APL based on the 10BASE-T1L physical layer.

Table 1. 4 mA to 20 mA with HART® vs. Fieldbus vs. 10BASE-T1L Communications

To communicate with an Ethernet-APL enabled device, a host processor with an integrated 

medium access control (MAC) or an Ethernet switch with 10BASE-T1L ports is required (see 

Figure 2).

Figure 2. Ethernet-APL �eld-level device data connectivity with a 10BASE-T1L PHY.

Ethernet-APL cabling and network topology
The 10BASE-T1L standard does not define a specific transmission medium (cable), instead it 

defines a channel model (return loss and insertion loss requirements). The channel model fits well 

with the fieldbus type A cables already used for PROFIBUS PA and Foundation Fieldbus today; 

therefore, some installed 4 mA to 20 mA cables can potentially be reused with Ethernet-APL. 

Single twisted pair cabling has the advantages of being lower cost, smaller size, and easier to 

install when compared to more complex cabling.

Figure 3 shows the proposed network topology for Ethernet-APL, referred to as a trunk and 

spur network topology. The trunk cables can be up to 1 km in length with a PHY amplitude of 2.4 

V peak and reside in Zone 1, Division 2. The spur cables can be up to 200 m in length with a PHY 

amplitude of 1.0 V peak and reside in Zone 0, Division 1. A power switch resides at the control 

level, providing Ethernet switch functionality and supplies the power to the cable (over the data 

lines). Field switches reside at the field level in the hazardous area and are powered from the 

cable. The field switches provide the Ethernet switch functionality connecting the field-level 

devices on the spurs to connect to the trunk and pass the power to the field-level devices.

Multiple field switches are connected on a trunk cable to provide for the high numbers of field-

level devices to be connected to the network.

New opportunities
Ethernet-APL will enable the transition to seamless field-to-cloud connected process automation 

installations, including hazardous locations for food and beverage, pharmaceutical, and oil 

and gas installations. With significantly more power available, new Ethernet-APL-enabled field 

devices with enhanced features and functions can be supported. These new devices will unlock 

rich datasets for cloud computing with powerful data analytics, driving process optimization with 

actionable insights. New business models for the process industry will now be possible, to deliver 

more complex process manufacturing flows and to create value from the new insights that are 

now available.

Available solutions
ADI has extended its ADI Chronous portfolio with new offerings that bring long-reach, robust, 

10BASE-T1L Ethernet connectivity to process automation in support of Ethernet-APL. The new 

Industrial Ethernet solutions are offered in two flexible options, MAC PHY (ADIN1110) and PHY 

(ADIN1100). The ADIN1110 is described as enabling the industry’s lowest power system design, 

which simplifies retrofitting for Ethernet in field instruments, sensors, or actuators, and preserves 

existing investment in software and processor technology. ADI’s MAC-PHY technology provides 

an SPI interface to ultra low power processors without integrated MAC, to enable lower overall 

system power consumption. The ADIN1100 provides standard Ethernet interfaces and supports 

use in more complex designs such as field switch developments. ADI’s ADIN1100 and ADIN1110 

10BASE-T1L solutions can transfer data over 1.7 km of single twisted pair cables and consume 

only 39 mW and 43 mW of power respectively. Single-pair Power over Ethernet (SPoE) or 

engineered power solutions combined with a 10BASE-T1L PHY or MAC-PHY provide both power 

and data over a single twisted pair cable.

www.analog.com

Figure 3. Future, seamless edge-to-cloud connectivity with Ethernet-APL and 10BASE-T1L.
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Toshio Nakamoto joined Murata, the Japanese 
manufacturer of electronic components, more 
than 25 years ago in international sales and 
marketing and quickly progressed through the 
company, taking on senior roles across the world 
to help its global expansion. He spent over 
nine years in the US as general manager North 
America, opening Murata’s new offi ce on the 
West Coast. He then moved to Europe to look 
after the company’s European business, fi rst as 
vice president and from July 2020 as president. 
Here we talk to Mr Nakamoto about how Murata 
navigated the challenges of the past year, the 
role of company culture in inspiring innovation, 
and his vision for the future.

A Spotlight on 
Murata Europe   

Spotlight On: Murata

Toshio Nakamoto, president, Murata Europe
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You’ve been president of Murata 
Europe for over a year now, having 
taken over during the global 
lockdown. What particular 
challenges did the pandemic 
present to the company? 
I think the lack of knowledge gained from 

experience was a big challenge for everyone 

across different industries. No one could say 

what would be the best way forward because 

we hadn’t gone through it before and so we 

had to find our way through trial and error. 

What proved our greatest strength during 

this time was teamwork. We operate cross-

functional teams, which means that we don’t 

rely on any one person to do a job. At the 

same time, this was also one of the biggest 

challenges, as creativity and sharing ideas is 

so vital. Sometimes the best ideas come from 

ad hoc discussions with colleagues at the 

coffee machine or when you pass someone 

in the corridor but the pandemic limited this 

freedom and these moments are hard to 

replicate virtually.

Which markets are driving 
innovation at Murata at the 
moment? 
Our products are everywhere, but two of the 

most significant focus areas are communications 

and mobility. The potential of 5G is exponential; 

it will change the world with high speed and 

low latency. It can transform all areas of life, 

from healthcare to our cities, homes and offices. 

Advanced mobility, through autonomous and 

connected vehicles, will also be a new reality. 

It’s exciting that our innovations continue to 

contribute to both areas.

The pandemic has been dominating 
agendas for the past year. Has it 
spurred new product innovation at 
Murata? 
It has certainly highlighted the need for 

innovations in some new areas. Last year, it 

quickly became apparent that facemasks are 

essential in protecting people from the virus. 

However, the protection they offer could vary 

dramatically. To address this, we joined forces 

with our partner Teijin Frontier to create a 

new type of fabric that would provide better 

protection and be more sustainable. PIECLEX 

is said to be the world’s first piezoelectric, 

antimicrobial and carbon-neutral fabric. Its 

inbuilt capabilities actively eliminate bacteria 

and microbes from the surface, making it ideal 

for applications like masks where hygiene 

is paramount. The material also reduces the 

environmental impact of disposable masks as it 

is made of plant-derived polylactic (PLA), which 

is eco-friendly to manufacture and completely 

biodegradable.

Our ozoniser and ioniser products have also 

found new applications during the pandemic. 

They were recently used in a study to research 

how ozone gas can reduce the infectious 

value of the coronavirus. Ozone can inactivate 

many viruses through its oxidising properties, 

making it ideal for eliminating viruses from 

high-risk areas. When strategically installed in 

public spaces, such as hospitals, restaurants, 

and shopping centres, the ozoniser units could 

produce low levels of ozone to combat the 

airborne virus, reducing the risk to people. 

Technologies such as this can play a key role in 

controlling the virus in the future. 

What do you see as the biggest 
opportunities and risks for the 
electronics industry in the future?  
Many of the risks and opportunities are 

interlinked. The electronics industry is going 

through a revolution, especially in mobility, 5G, 

and maybe even 6G in another ten years. We 

are seeing a once-a-century kind of change. 

There is enormous potential in many areas, 

for example, healthcare, when it comes to 

providing care to people in remote locations. 

At the moment, we have to go to a hospital to 

receive treatment, but by enabling bio-sensitive 

data to be transmitted between locations, we 

could provide more services at home. These 

disruptive technologies are exciting, but there 

are also risks if they suddenly change the game. 

It’s difficult to predict what is going to happen 

five years from now. Just ten years ago, nobody 

believed what kind of a game changer the 

smart phone would be, yet even children have 

them now.

What is the goal for Murata going 
forward? 
We want to be the leading innovator in 

electronics, contributing our technology 

to the advancement of society. That is our 

ultimate goal. 

When I became president, I outlined my 

vision of the kind of company we want to 

be. Three values are fundamental for us: a 

challenging spirit, the will to act autonomously, 

and a customer-centric approach. You have to 

keep asking questions without fear of failure 

to keep innovating. You also need to feel 

empowered to make decisions at all levels, to 

think for yourself. And we have to be customer-

centric because our customers are at the heart 

of all our innovations. 

As the challenges of a skills 
shortage and ageing workforce 
pose concerns for the engineering 
industry, what do you think the 
electronics sector needs to do to 
attract and retain talent? 
Investing in people is crucial. Pay is important 

too, but it’s not everything. People have to 

know that they work for a company where 

they can grow. I think that’s where you find 

real job satisfaction when you experience that 

growth. Company culture can also play a role 

in creating an environment where innovation 

is encouraged, and everyone feels comfortable 

sharing ideas and challenging each other. 

That’s what I would like to provide for everyone 

at Murata.

What do you enjoy doing in your 
free time? 
I play golf and have been fortunate in that I’ve 

been able to enjoy it even during the pandemic 

with the appropriate preventive measures. I 

have noticed that golf has become incredibly 

popular in the past year; there are often so 

many newcomers that it’s hard to find a spot! 

That’s my new challenge. I also learned to cook 

for myself during the pandemic. However, now 

that the restaurants are open, I have to admit 

that I’m taking advantage of those again. 

www.murata.com

Spotlight On: Murata

Murata Europe Headquarters in Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

Clothing and facemasks made from PIECLEX, a piezoelectric, 
antimicrobial and carbon-neutral fabric
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From prototype to final product: 
traceability and transparency 
build trust

T
he electronic components supply 

chain has evolved immensely 

over the past few years. That’s 

a good thing, but it also comes 

with challenges that are driving 

the need for greater accountability and 

transparency. These challenges include 

increased outsourcing to global counterparts 

and a rise in counterfeit activity.  

Many companies are understandably 

desperate to find the chips they badly need, 

and as a result are turning to new – and 

sometimes untrustworthy – sources to find 

them. With the supply chain under immense 

strain due to shortages of all kinds, including 

semiconductors, there has unfortunately been 

a flood of counterfeit 

products entering 

the market. 

These parts may 

appear very similar to 

the authentic version, 

or even be refurbished 

components that are 

sold as new. It can 

sometimes be difficult 

to tell the difference, 

with little details 

such as packaging 

or a “not-quite-right” appearance giving 

away the inauthenticity. Other times, 

the differences are undetectable without 

sophisticated technology.

So how can you protect your company from 

falling victim to these costly and frustrating 

counterfeits? The key lies with traceability.

Turning to traceable products
The importance of traceability in the 

electronic components supply chain cannot be 

understated. First, in an era where competition 

is stiff and gaining consumer confidence is 

vital, traceability is critical to protecting a 

brand’s reputation. If a product is recalled or a 

malfunction occurs during testing, being able 

to trace the issue back to the manufacturer 

accurately and quickly can mean the difference 

between reaffirming customer trust or ruining 

reputation. As the IoT realm continues to grow 

- and within the medical, military, aerospace, 

and automotive industries - the need for 

greater traceability is increasingly important. 

In addition to bolstering and maintaining 

a brand’s reputation, sourcing traceable 

products can also save companies a 

considerable amount of money. If any faults 

arise with a product, the OEM or subcontractor 

can get a recall notice out quickly – reducing 

legal costs and mitigating profit loss. Defects 

with genuine products can also be quarantined 

much easier than in counterfeit parts, curbing 

the amount of manpower and time spent on 

correcting an issue. 

While discussions and demand for 

traceability continues to grow, Digi-Key’s 

commitment to traceability leads the industry. 

All of our products are genuine, and we 

only buy direct from the 1,900 franchised 

manufacturers we carry in order to ensure 

the component is new, authentic, and fully 

warrantable under the direct supplier, and 

that accurate, up-to-date 

technical information 

is readily available. For 

each of our more than 

11.7 million components, 

Digi-Key holds 

documentation valid 

for 10 years that proves 

the traceability of the 

part and its authenticity. 

These certificates are 

readily available to any 

customer upon request. 

Additionally, each of our 1,900 vendors 

undergoes a thorough process when we bring 

them on to ensure traceability.

Industry regulations and compliance
The desire for traceability information has led 

to the creation of independent organizations 

and governing bodies that have established 

standards and certifications that ensure 

traceability back to the source. The industry 

is responding by creating new processes 

for increased transparency and traceability 

throughout the supply chain. 

Two of the top industry associations 

working to address and mitigate this issue 

are the Counterfeit Avoidance Accreditation 

Program (CAAP) and International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

Digi-Key is CAAP-certified, meaning that 

our counterfeit controls have been verified 

by an external auditing company and that 

our components are compliant to aerospace 

standard AS6496. Digi-Key also has controls 

for disposition, inventory, receiving and 

customer returns. These controls adhere to 

AS6496 as well. 

Additionally, in March 2021, Digi-Key 

launched a feature called Part Tracing that 

prints information directly on select cut tape 

products. This development, which is available 

on thousands of parts, enables engineers to 

better organize their components, improve 

traceability and reduce confusion.

In the event that suspect or confirmed 

counterfeit products are identified in the 

supply chain, Digi-Key has processes in place 

to quarantine the products and report the 

findings to suppliers, customers and the 

appropriate authorities. 

Traceability is the future
Digi-Key is proud to have a growing number 

of SKUs and suppliers, but our heart and soul 

remains the same: to support engineers and 

buyers. One of the most important ways we 

can do that is by ensuring they have access 

to the highest quality components on the 

market. We’re excited about the growing 

dialogue around traceability and the greater 

demand for authentic products. We look 

forward to continuing to equip engineers and 

makers across the globe with products that 

are 100 per cent traceable – from prototype 

to final product. 

www.digikey.co.uk

By Teri Ivaniszyn, vice president, operational excellence, Digi-Key Electronics
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Design Engineering Expo 
8-9 June 2022: Propelling the 
future of design

W
ith innovation at its 

heart, the free to attend 

2-day event has been 

created specifically for 

design engineering & 

electronics design professionals and will 

invite attendees to uncover the latest 

innovations and technologies driving 

the sector, celebrate the success stories 

and reveal those breaking engineering 

boundaries and provide an unrivalled 

opportunity to connect with suppliers to 

help gain the competitive edge and optimise 

future design strategy.

Running alongside Design Engineering 

Expo will also be Engineering Expo and 

Manufacturing Expo. The events together 

will showcase the complete solutions 

and supply chain, under the umbrella of 

Manufacturing & Engineering Week. 

Inspiring keynotes 
Packed with invaluable content, the main 

stage will host an unrivalled line up of 

inspiring leaders and innovators pushing the 

boundaries of design and electronics design 

engineering. They’ll explore the latest 

success stories, debate current challenges 

and offer practical how-to sessions to 

challenge thinking and provide take away 

solutions to improve process and strategy.

CPD accredited workshops
Delivering tangible value for time away 

from the desk, Design Engineering Expo will 

provide a programme of CPD accredited 

workshop sessions, imparting practical 

advice and know-how to contribute to 

personal and professional development. 

Whatever your current challenge, this is an 

incredible opportunity for design engineers 

to meet face to face with experts and leave 

armed with ideas and solutions to apply. 

Market leading suppliers 
Design Engineering Expo will showcase 

Britain’s best products and services propelling 

the future of design engineering. From design 

services, electronic, embedded design through 

to components, testing and measuring, meet 

the suppliers who can deliver the latest tech 

and innovations to drive effi ciencies and 

optimise future strategy. 

Industry backing 
Design Engineering Expo is delighted to 

announce the Institution of Engineering 

Designers, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 

Department for Business, Energy and Industrial 

Strategy, MAKE UK & Advanced Propulsion 

Centre as partners and the support and 

guidance of an incredible line up of industry 

names on the Advisory Board including; Libby 

Meyrick, CEO, Institution of Engineering 

Designers, Eric Wilkinson, CEO, Cambridge 

Consultants, Andrew Burrows, director, PA 

Consulting, Philippa Oldham, partnerships 

director, Advanced Propulsion Centre and 

Stephen Phipson, chief executive, MAKE UK.

The incredible industry backing indicates 

the importance and timely relevance of the 

event for the sector. 

Sponsored Content

To fi nd out more about Design 

Engineering Expo and M&E Week visit 

www.designengineeringexpo.co.uk or 

follow us on Twitter @DesignEngExpo.

“Design doesn’t stop – 
it’s dynamic, forthright 
and exciting, and 
the IED is supporting 
the launch of Design 
Engineering Expo to 
help showcase all of 
these elements and the 
outstanding work of 
the design community 
now and in the future.“
Libby Meyrick, chief executive, Institution of 
Engineering Designers

Design Engineering Expo is the brand new event for the industry 
taking place at NEC on the 8-9 June 2022 
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Semiconductors continue to drive 
the electric vehicle industry
GD Rectifi ers’ managing director Paul Bentley explains how power 
semiconductors are leading the way for electric vehicles (EVs)
GD Rectifi ers’ managing director Paul Bentley explains how power 
semiconductors are leading the way for electric vehicles (EVs)

T
he demand for power 

semiconductor components has 

increased tenfold over the past fi ve 

years. There are more than 227,000 

electric cars (EVs) on the road 

today, 8,500 electric vans across 130 models 

and 25,733 charging points in the UK, with 

numbers rapidly increasing every day.

The surge in demand for semiconductors 

has stemmed from innovations in the industry 

providing longer electric vehicle battery life. 

This not only improves the logistical appeal of 

electric vehicles, but it also provides a prime 

opportunity for semiconductor manufacturers 

and distributors. 

Today’s semiconductors are driving the next 

generation of electric vehicles. Semiconductors 

are used in a wide variety of functions suited 

to electric vehicles, including touch-screen 

interactivity with the driver and passengers 

and power electric batteries and components 

in the power train. The more digitally 

advanced EV, the more semiconductors it 

will require. As features like autonomous 

driving and blind-spot detection become more 

widespread, the automotive market will need 

access to more semiconductors, putting more 

demand on the component market. 

The average amount of semiconductor 

components used in EVs are rapidly growing, 

putting a strain on the industry and its supply 

chain. Industry-leading car manufacturers are 

devoting their time to automotive innovations 

and are strongly focusing on EVs, setting 

aggressive sales targets. For example BMW 

wants EVs to make up 15-25% of sales by 

2025 and Honda are aiming for two-thirds of 

its sales by 2030.

GD Rectifi ers works with some of the 

world’s leading power semiconductor 

manufacturers including IXYS, Westcode, 

SEMIKRON, EDI and Dynex. The distributor 

stocks a wide range of power semiconductors 

used in the automotive industry, designed and 

manufactured specifi cally for electric vehicles, 

including power MOSFETs, IGBTs, rectifi ers, 

protection devices and voltage regulators. 

Here are some of the key 
semiconductor components and the 
brands that are driving the electric 
vehicle industry:

Power MOSFETs
Converters usually contain Inverters with 

Power MOSFETs or IGBTs to drive the electric 

motor. GD Rectifi ers offers a broad range of 

power MOSFETs suitable for the automotive 

industry by semiconductor manufacturers IXYS 

and Semikron. 

IXYS offers an extensive range of half 

bridge modules available in ISOPLUS 

i4-PACTM packaging. These devices are 

suitable for applications utilising power 

semiconductor devices that require 

heatsink grounding methods and provide 

unsurpassed thermal performance and 

temperature cycling capabilities.

Semikron offers a SEMITOP E1 IGBT module 

package with low commutation inductance 

design and the choice of the latest Si and SiC 

chip technologies making it suitable for EV 

battery chargers. Semikron’s SEMITOP product 

range provides maximum reliability and offers 

a large variety of confi gurations, including 

3-level (NPC/TNPC) and CIB (converter-inverter 

brake) topologies. 

IGBTs (Insulated-gate bipolar 
transistors)
IGBTs play an integral role in the development 

of electric vehicles and comprise of the largest 

segment of the semiconductor market for 

EV power systems. IGBTs are a high-voltage, 

high-current switch connected directly to the 

traction motor in an electric or hybrid electric 

vehicle. They are ideal for EVs because of their 

high effi ciency and fast switching, reducing 

power loss to wasted heat which results in a 

better mileage per watt of energy.

IXYS offers a wide range of XPT (extreme-

light punch-through) IGBTs designed for 

electric vehicles, including: 600V XPT Planar, 

650V XPT Planar, 650V XPT Trench, 900V XPT 

Planar and 1200V XPT Planar. IXYS provided 

high voltage IGBTs to Tesla Motors for the 

Roadster EV in 2006 and the IXYS power 

MOSFETs and IGBTs are frequently used for 

car windows, fans, seats, AC, power steering, 

DC/DC, audio amplifi ers, window tinting and 

power ABS.

Semikron’s latest generation 7 IGBTs 

are designed specifi cally for motor drive 

applications. They provide major reductions in 

forward voltage drop, allow for smaller chip 

sizes and increase power density by up to 45% 

due to the nominal current ratings in the same 

module package.

Dynex has developed a number of 

technologies specifi cally for EV applications, 

including double-sided cooled IGBT modules 

with wire-bondless design and active gate 

driver technologies. Dynex also offers a wide 

range of SiC diodes and MOSFETs, IGBT gate 

drivers and custom electric vehicles systems.

SiC Schottky diodes
IXYS’ SiC Schottky diodes offer impressive 

switching performance compared to existing 

discrete SiC solutions. The ISOPLUS package 

offers a low thermal resistance whilst 

providing integrated isolation with up to 

3000V. SiC Schottky diodes allow EV designers 

to embrace faster switching speeds and 

greater power density enabling smaller, lighter 

builds and more effi cient motors.

ectifi e  diodes and id es
IXYS’ complete range of rectifi er bridges are 

used throughout the automotive industry, 

including rectifi er bridges (single and three 

phase), half and full controlled bridges (single 

and three phase), 3-phase bridges with IGBT 

and diode brake unit, 3-phase bridges with 

standard or semifast diodes and integrated 

softstart thyristors.

Alongside rectifi er bridges, IXYS provides 

a comprehensive range of semiconductors 

designed for electric vehicle battery switching, 

including: Trench-Gate power MOSFETs with 

HiPerFET options, H-Bridge MOSFETs, NPT 

Discrete IGBTs, PT IGBTs, Converter-Brake 

Inverters (CBI) IGBT modules, Six-Pack IGBT 

modules, Full Bridge IGBT modules, phase-leg 

IGBT modules, HiPerDYN FRED ultra-fast 

diodes, SONIC-FRD fast recovery diodes, fast 

recovery (FRED) diodes, FRED & HiPerFRED 

modules, XPT IGBTs, XPT IGBT modules and 

SMPD MOSFETs.

Semikron’s rectifi er bridges are used in 

key automotive applications such as battery 

chargers, motor drive input rectifi ers, power 

supplies, DC motor control, rectifi ers with 

PFC, AC controllers and static switches 

for natural convection or forced cooling. 

Semikron’s rectifi er bridges are recommended 

for forced and natural air cooling, are easy to 

mount with or without a heatsink, feature an 

isolated case, high surge current and fast-on 

or lead connectors.

Protection devices
GD Rectifi ers partner with Enerdoor to provide 

an extensive range of surge arresters and EMI, 

RFI and EMC fi lters used in conjunction with 

single or multiple variable frequency drives 

(VFDs) and servo drives. Mersen offers a wide 

range of products and solutions covering 

all aspects of in-board and off-board safety 

and power management for electric vehicles, 

including DC fuses and surge arresters 

designed for charging stations. GD Rectifi ers 

also offers single phase and three phase 

voltage regulators designed to match the 

output voltage or generator to the electrical 

load and charging requirements of the battery 

for motor vehicles. 

www.gdrectifi ers.co.uk 
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O
LED display technology provides 

exceptional optical performance. 

In terms of accurate colour 

reproduction, image quality and 

clarity it has few competitors. 

Although successful in some markets, can OLED 

offer a viable, long-term replacement for more 

established display technology such as thin-film 

transistor (TFT) LCD?

OLED successes
OLED display technology has seen considerable 

success in high volume OEM applications such 

as smart watches, premium mobile phones, and 

large-size (>50-inch) smart TVs. OLED adoption 

in other markets and industrial applications has 

however been somewhat limited.

An evolving technology
Achieving efficient and effective OLED 

manufacturing processes have until recently 

presented a barrier to cost-effective OLED 

production. One of the issues affecting OLED 

displays has been the limited lifetime of OLED 

materials - particularly the organic compounds 

used as light emitters. 

OLED manufacturing
Existing manufacturing techniques for OLED 

display technology are complex and expensive, 

resulting in high production costs. This is one of 

the main reasons for the relative lack of success 

of OLEDs in the medium-size display sector.

Conventional OLEDs are produced using 

a vapour deposition method. This production 

technique requires large vacuum chambers to 

accommodate a vapour deposition source and 

the panel substrate. For colour (RGB) OLEDs, 

three individual mask layers are required, 

and as pixel resolutions increase aligning the 

pixel mask precisely becomes increasingly 

challenging. In addition, the vapour deposition 

method is relatively inefficient in its utilisation 

of EL materials.

Advantages of printed OLED
Japan-based OLED manufacturer JOLED 

has developed a pioneering ink-jet printing 

technique which forms emissive RGB subpixels 

by printing directly onto the panel substrate. 

JOLED’s printing technology realises a more 

efficient and cost-effective production process 

- typically 30-50 per cent cheaper compared to 

vapour deposition methods.

The printed OLED substrate is processed 

under normal atmospheric conditions without 

the need for a vacuum chamber or any metal 

masking layers. Waste material is completely 

avoided as only the precise amount EL 

material is deposited on the substrate during 

the printing process.

The printing process is also scalable which 

enables a range of panel sizes to be mass 

produced using the same print technology. 

While the printing method still requires 

advanced technical capabilities, it represents a 

major innovation in OLED manufacturing.

OLED vs TFT LCD - performance 
characteristics
JOLED printed OLED panels, in comparison 

with a contemporary TFT LCD display module, 

provide significant performance advantages in 

terms of contrast ratio, colour gamut, response 

time and luminance characteristics. The leading 

features of printed OLED displays include:

� Contrast ratio
Contrast ratio is 

defined as a measure 

of the ratio of the 

luminance of the 

brightest shade of 

white to that of the 

darkest shade of black 

a display can produce. 

More so than colour, 

or any other aspects of 

image quality, contrast 

has the biggest impact on image performance. 

Printed OLED displays can now achieve contrast 

ratios of 1,000,000:1. Contrast ratio of a TFT LCD 

is typically 1000:1.

�  Colour gamut
The colour gamut of a display is defined as the 

range of colour that a display can reproduce 

within the full spectrum of colours that are visible 

to the human eye. The sRGB gamut is a standard 

colour space and defines the chromaticity 

coordinates of red, green, and blue (RGB) within 

the CIE 1931 Chromaticity diagram. Printed 

OLED displays with a 10-bit colour depth can 

now deliver 138% of the sRGB colour gamut 

which enables highly accurate and deeply 

saturated colour reproduction. In comparison, 

TFT LCD typically supports a sRGB colour gamut 

of 100%. 

�  Response time
Response time represents how quickly a pixel 

switches from an active ‘on’ state to an inactive 

‘off’ state. A faster response time will minimise 

ghosting and blurring effects. Printed OLED 

displays have a response time of just 0.1mS, 

which is significantly faster (>100 times) than a 

typical TFT LCD at around 15mS.

� ne y e ciency
OLED is a self-illuminating emissive 

display technology - each individual pixel 

emits light - and can be switched on/off 

independently. A TFT LCD operates as an 

electronic shutter mechanism and requires a 

power-hungry backlight.

� Blue light emission
Monitors, laptops, and smartphones can emit 

significant amounts of high energy, short 

wavelength blue light. Prolonged exposure 

to blue light can lead to damage of the light 

sensitive cells in the retina. Printed OLED 

displays offer a more user-friendly solution 

with a 40% reduction in blue light emissions 

compared with a TFT LCD.

� Structure and form factor
The OLED printing process creates a simple, 

exceptionally thin display structure with 

a total display thickness of just 1.3mm. A 

32-inch printed OLED display panel weighs 

just 1kg. An equivalent TFT LCD display panel 

weighs significantly more, typically 4-8kg.

A bright future for OLED 
JOLED was established in 2015, combining 

the OLED display development divisions 

of Sony and Panasonic, with the goal of 

developing and commercialising high 

performance medium-size printed OLED 

displays. An innovative printing process has 

been realised and now enables the efficient 

and more cost-effective production of 

medium-sized OLED display panels from 10 

to 32-inch. 

https://review-displays.co.uk 

By Justin Coleman, display division manager, Review Display Systems

Innovative printed 
OLED technology    

Display Technology
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DATA MODUL presents 
55-inch UHD2 display for 
digital signage applications

DATA MODUL, one of the world’s leaders 

in display, touch, embedded, monitor and 

panel PC solutions, has expanded its digital 

signage portfolio and presents a new 

55-inch UHD screen (DM550WUHD2225-0-

0-DM-B01), which is designed, developed 

and manufactured completely in-house. The 

high resolution and brightness as well as 

its slim design, make the monitor ideal for 

digital signage applications. 

“The attractive design and maintenance-

free concept in combination with the 

energy-efficient software features and 

the consistently good readability make 

the display particularly well suited for 

applications in areas such as the tourism 

industry or transport sector”, explains 

Kevin Schmidt, Product Manager System & 

Signage Solutions at DATA MODUL. “Also, 

the display is robust and easy to clean, 

thanks to the powder-coated aluminium 

housing and can therefore also be used in 

heavily frequented locations without 

any problems.”

With its UHD resolution (3840x2160 

pixels) and a brightness of 700cd/m², the 

display enables an excellent image quality 

and readability of content even in bright 

environments and in direct sunlight. The 

monitor is controlled by DATA MODUL's 

own eMotion UHD2 scaler card. In addition 

to an extremely flexible connectivity - thanks 

to 2x HDMI and DisplayPort interfaces - 

this embedded platform also supports the 

use of a wide range of 

additional features.

With the additional 

features, the new 

55-inch display offers 

functions such as an 

intelligent ambient light 

sensor (ALC / Ambient 

Light Control), Backlight 

Life Time Expansion, 

Display Performance 

Monitoring (DPM) or 

Pixel Shifting (PXS).

It goes without saying that the monitor 

also meets the latest requirements in terms 

of device safety according to EN62368-1 as 

well as low power consumption according 

to Commission Regulation (EU) 2019/2021 

(EU Ecodesign Directive). 

The 55-inch UHD2 display is now available 

and can be customised on request.

For technical information on the new 55 

inch UHD2 monitor, please click here.

Sponsored Content
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Display Technology

M
edium to large TFT displays 

are increasingly popular 

because the thin form factor 

can be embedded into 

systems which are often 

subject to varying lighting conditions which can 

make conventional displays difficult to read. 

They are typically used in industrial automation, 

automotive, defence and marine systems, 

medical equipment, rail applications, broadcast 

and signage.

Today, most embedded single board 

computers (SBCs) have a direct high-

definition multimedia interface (HDMI) as 

the standard video output, 

but as the use of video 

content increases, the 

demands of developers have 

broadened. In response, 

Relec Electronics and its 

partner, Digiwise, have been 

developing new sizes and products to meet 

customers’ design requirements.

A HDMI interface on a display significantly 

reduces design time and associated costs to 

accelerate time to market. Accurate timing 

and EDID (Extended Display Identification 

Data), which ensure that the display and SBC 

communicate in sync, can be developed on a 

bespoke PCB by Relec. Another benefit of an 

integrated HDMI is that it eliminates complex 

cables as a single, simple HDMI connector can 

be used.

Relec Electronics offers a comprehensive 

range of TFT display sizes: 4.3”, 5”, 7”, 8”, 

10.1”, 11.6”, 15.6” and 21.5”. They all 

benefit from the latest in-plane switching (IPS) 

technology which offers impressive colour 

quality and a wide range of viewing angles. The 

TFT displays can also be mounted portrait or 

landscape orientation to meet a wide variety of 

space constraints, locations and applications.

The TFT displays available from Relec 

Electronics also include an integrated backlight 

system for improved visibility, 16.7M colours, 

high contrast ratios and brightness levels 

from 600 cd/m² to 1500 cd/m². Resolution is 

from 800x480 to full high-definition (FHD) 

1920x1080. The displays operate from a 

single 12 Vdc input and operate over a wide 

temperature range (-30°C to +80°C).

Customised solutions
In addition to standard products, Relec’s team 

of design engineers can work with a customer 

to find the best display solution for a particular 

project, environment and application. For 

example, Relec can provide a fully integrated 

touch panel which can be projected capacitive 

(PCAP) or resistive technology. It also offers 

optical bonding, for a ruggedised display that 

offers improved durability and ruggedness 

as well as increased readability in sunlight 

conditions. Other screen enhancements 

available include anti-glare solutions for high-

ambient environments, reduced reflections (via 

optical bonding) and ruggedised panels with 

either thicker glass panels or optical bonding. 

Custom features include a custom cover 

lens with a choice of glass or PMMA, custom 

shapes and sizes, custom mounting frames, 

including round shapes, graphic printing (one 

or more colours), apertures in the glass to 

accommodate USB sockets or mechanical 

switches, for example.

http://www.relec.co.uk

The popularity and versatility of HDMI means 
that embedded SBCs face more design 
demands. Relec Electronics has enhanced its 
specialist design services to keep ahead of 
this industry trend

Keeping pace with 
display design
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D
ifferent projects require specific 

specifications. There’s no one-

size-fits-all display assembly for 

all applications. Some usages 

like outdoor applications require 

the use of high brightness TFT panels while 

others, mostly assemblies designed for indoor 

use, are more suited to standard brightness. 

Certain applications in extreme conditions 

require impact-resistant glass and ruggedised 

bonding methods.

For touch panels, environment-specific 

tuned touch sensors are a must in applications 

that are likely to be used when wet, in the 

presence of contaminations or in situations 

where EMC noise impact is a concern. 

Display Technology has a deep 

understanding of what features are most 

important to certain market sectors. Our 

experience in delivering display solutions to 

companies is vital for selecting and deploying 

the right display assembly to meet your 

business’s unique needs.

Medical case study
Display Technology’s selection expertise was 

recently put to the test for a client in the 

medical sector. Applications in the medical 

sector require high levels of readability as 

health professionals need to glance at and 

read information quickly. That’s why a bright, 

10.1” high-resolution TFT panel was selected, 

featuring a sharp FHD resolution to ensure 

complete clarity for text, numbers and graphics. 

A key requirement in the medical sector 

is reliable operation with surgical gloves. 

Hence why this display was coupled with a 

state-of-the-art PCAP (projected capacitive) 

touch sensor. A PCAP touchscreen is vital 

for highly responsive touch controls, as 

opposed to resistive touch panels of the 

yesteryear. As medical 

applications require users to 

quickly access key functions 

and respond rapidly to 

emergencies, lightning-fast 

touch performance was a 

key requirement.

This application required 

the use of an advanced 

touch controller to finely 

tune the touch sensitivity to 

work reliably with gloved 

touch operation. Display 

Technology’s in-house 

firmware engineer also 

tuned the touch panel to 

function well under wet 

environments, as medical professionals would 

need to operate their equipment in the presence 

of contaminants such as blood and saline.

To ensure safe and reliable operation, 

Display Technology identified this display 

assembly required unfaltering robustness. 

The client also required a product that would 

be available for 5-10 years at a minimum. 

They selected components with high material 

longevity and used a 3mm thermally toughened 

cover lens to increase front surface robustness 

and protect the system from impacts. 

This cover lens was selected as per the 

client’s drawing, with three ink printed colours 

onto the rear face to provide the necessary 

visual look desired for their perfect display 

assembly. If needed, Display Technology has 

the capacity to expand this to four different 

colour layers for improved aesthetics.

To improve the display’s impact resistance 

the experts opted to optically bond the cover 

lens and touch with the display component. 

Optical bonding is the process in which a thin 

layer of high-performance silicone OPTα-GEL 

is applied between the glass lens and the TFT 

panel. This ensures the display assembly is 

rugged, reduces the reflection of light on the 

surfaces, increasing the readability.

According to the firm, Display Technology’s 

client was extremely happy with their display 

assembly and noted it was perfectly crafted for 

the challenges faced in the medical sector. The 

display tech provider used their knowledge of 

display technology to identify and solve key issues 

and ultimately saved their client time and money 

designing their display solution themselves.

www.DisplayTechnology.co.uk

While it is possible to buy off-the-shelf display components and assemble your display system in-house, using 
an expert company can ensure you’re purchasing and installing a fit-for-purpose product that matches your 
desired usage and can stand the test of time, explains Alex Munden, sales engineer at Display Technology

A comprehensive 
process to select your 
next display assembly     
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W
holesale electricity price volatility continues to increase as a result and 

correlated to the unprecedented changes in weather patterns and renewables 

penetration. Energy traders and regulated utilities are experiencing an 

increasingly complex challenge in managing their market positions to 

maintain profitability and attain key performance metrics. One example from 

the retail energy side of the equation is the measurement of the mean absolute percentage error 

(MAPE).  This is a measure the industry has become accustomed to leveraging when forecasting 

energy consumption and the related procurement of supply.

The fact is wholesale electricity price volatility is a risk that carries the potential to cost millions 

in pounds/dollars in the event of uncovered market positions – a reality that became all too real 

for several energy suppliers this year – and the consequences of which can be devastating. 

Energy risk - The potential cost of risk mismanagement 
In recent months, inadequate load forecasting and risk management has seen several energy 

suppliers over-exposed to volatile spot market prices. In February for example, severe weather 

caused ERCOT’s wholesale prices to soar to $9,500 (£6,735) per MWh. Following the event, 

Brazos Electric, alongside several other suppliers, filed for bankruptcy after the company received 

$2.1 billion (£1.49 billion) in unexpected bills from the grid operator. 

The ability to leverage near-real time meter-level customer data and other external data 

resources through new, proven-at-scale AI-driven platforms, such as Innowatts, provides energy 

suppliers with the ability to enhance their risk management capabilities, reducing the potential 

for over-exposure. Alongside other related workflows such as load forecasting, meter-level 

insights and analytics it also better informs customer engagement and short- and long-term 

forecasting planning efforts. 

The Innowatts’ platform integrates directly with any energy supplier’s energy trade and 

risk management systems to provide traders with a holistic view of all of their positions. This 

capability coupled with the integration of AI technologies provides traders with the option to run 

a variety of ‘what-if’ scenarios on the data. This provides a much more informed trading position 

that enables data-driven decisions that better assess the various generation sources available, 

and positions taken or contemplated. 

hile eneficial  opti ise load o ecastin  as a fi st step
A critical first step to take before introducing more advanced risk management practices is to 

optimise load forecasting capabilities. After all, risk management insights are only as good as the 

load forecasting data that it resides upon.  See Chart 1 below: 

 Optimising load forecasting does not necessarily equate to acquiring new data, nor a need for 

smart meter data, rather, the primary focus is on exploiting what is already available to seek out 

additional granularity. 

There are multiple sources of data that can create greater transparency and offer energy 

suppliers valuable insights to the data that currently exists. For example, substation and 

feeder metrics, meter data, billing history, wholesale pricing, socioeconomic and other related 

demographic data, alongside generation and weather forecasts can all be used by the Innowatts 

platform to create more accurate load forecasts. This provides energy suppliers and traders the 

flexibility to build out the platform’s common data model, depending on the data that they are 

most interested in analysing. 

For those energy suppliers that have a large portfolio of customers the AI driven algorithms 

can be executed on any customer segment(s) to reap the benefits of near real-time meter data. 

These options combined create a centralised forecasting analytical solution that is unprecedented. 

 st ate ic and co petiti e ed e
In an increasingly competitive and volatile landscape, accurate load forecasting and optimised 

risk management is an essential capability for all energy suppliers and vertically integrated 

utilities across the globe. With advanced data analytics, the most mature energy supplier trading 

desks will not only be competing to secure the best possible price and market position but have a 

mission to drive down the margin of error and increase profitability or rate payer returns. 

Altogether, incremental improvements to risk management and load forecasting stand to save 

energy suppliers and vertically integrated utilities hundreds of thousands of pounds/dollars in 

their everyday business operations. 

However, as the recent Texas blackouts, the heatwaves and shortages in supply across the UK 

and in the Pacific Northwest illuminate, it can take just one extended event to recoup the return 

on investment many times over by leveraging modern technologies and meter-level data-driven 

platforms. 

www.innowatts.com

By Krishnan Kasiviswanathan, chief operating officer, Innowatts

AI-driven risk management 
for optimised energy trading    

Artificial Intelligence
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Sponsored Content

Don’t Ever Compromise
on Power Supplies for 
ATEX Systems

D
IN-Rail Power supplies are found 

in almost every industrial process 

control system. They may be 

required to provide power to 

electronic controls, relays and 

contactors, for PoE communication systems or 

for motor drives. During the conversion from 

AC mains to lower DC power outputs, switch 

mode power supplies produce high voltages 

and currents that, if incorrectly designed, may 

cause sparks and may also generate excess 

heat through inefficient design topologies 

being used.

Certification of equipment and protective 

systems for use in hazardous areas such as 

offshore installations have been in force for 

many years and there is a well-established 

supply chain for electrical equipment designed 

to meet the regulatory requirements.

Preventing the creation of explosive 

atmospheres and eliminating sources of 

ignition are the two main ways of reducing 

risk. Ensuring the correct equipment is 

installed in the system can help greatly in 

this. In addition, there is a duty placed on 

employers (The Dangerous Substances and 

Explosive Atmospheres Regulations 2002) to 

eliminate or control the risks from explosive 

atmospheres in the workplace.

Introduced in 2003, the ATEX Directive 

covers both electrical and mechanical 

equipment and is mandatory for any 

“It’s more than just a logo on a datasheet” – says Marco van der Linden, 
UK Country Manager for PULS Power, here’s why?
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equipment to be used in hazardous areas 

throughout the EU. Electrical equipment 

requires independent certification for use in 

a Zone 1 area and most electrical equipment 

manufacturers also provide additional 

certification for Zone 2 products.

Products from reputable manufacturers would 

be expected to be certified to both schemes.

How Does ATEX Apply to Power 
Supplies?
To meet ATEX regulations, power supplies 

must be designed with larger creepage and 

clearance distances on the PCB than may be 

normal, this provides “over surface” and” 

through air” protection against conduction 

or sparks. Outputs must be protected from 

overload and overcurrent to prevent the 

possibility of damage to the end system 

causing temperature increases or fire. Internal 

components should be strategically placed to 

ensure cool running and reduce internal self-

heating. Conformal coating may be required 

on the PCB not only to protect against 

application atmosphere but also increase 

resistance to shock and vibration.

PULS Power are the only company 

worldwide focused entirely on the 

development and production of DIN rail 

power supplies. For almost 40 years they 

have been setting the standards in terms of 

efficiency and quality for industrial power 

conversion products. PULS manufacture a 

wide range of ATEX approved power supplies 

and accessories, which are tested according 

to EN 60079-0 and EN 60079-15 and comply 

with the ATEX Directive (Class I Div 2, IECEx, 

ATEX). These devices may be used in systems 

in potentially explosive atmospheres of zone 2, 

category 3G.

PULS Power can offer more than 80 ATEX 

approved products for use in hazardous 

environments, these include:

• The QS series of ATEX approved high 

efficiency and small size comprised of the 

QS5.241-A1 (24V, 5A), QS10.241-A1 (24V, 

10A), QS20.241-A1 (24V, 20A). Featuring 

high immunity to transients and power 

surges as well as low electromagnetic 

emission makes installation in nearly every 

environment possible. The integrated output 

power manager, a wide input voltage range 

and virtually no input inrush current make 

installation and usage simple.

• CP-Series of ATEX approved power supplies 

are cost optimised with no compromise 

to quality, reliability or performance. Key 

features of the CP series include high 

efficiency, electronic inrush current limitation, 

active PFC, wide operational temperature 

range and market leading ultra-compact size.

• CP20.245-R2,  24V, 20A output power supply 

was developed for on- and offshore use in 

the marine and offshore process industries. 

This marine-compliant power supply meets 

the high requirements of EMC class B without 

additional external filters and can be used 

directly in bridge and deck applications.

• The CP20.245-R2 has optimal electronic 

and mechanical design for the harsh 

environmental conditions found at 

sea and onshore. The power supply is 

characterised by its high immunity to 

transients and voltage peaks as well as 

its robust aluminium 

housing. Included as a 

standard feature is an 

integrated decoupling 

function to facilitate 

high reliability 

N+1 redundant 

power systems. 

The CP20.245-R2 

provides full output 

power of 480W even 

with fluctuating 

ambient temperatures 

between -40°C and + 

60°C. The extensive 

approval package 

includes Marine DNV, 

Marine ABS and ATEX, 

among others.

• UB Series of 24V 

DC-UPS offer 10, 15, 

20 or 40A output 

with up to 200AH of 

standby power. These 

efficient, compact 

and reliable DC-UPS 

ensure the highest 

system availability 

and are available with capacitor storage or 

VRLA batteries.

PULS Power

www.pulspower.com

Sponsored Content
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C
urrent transformers are a low 

cost and effective method of 

current measurement as well as 

providing galvanic separation 

between the current carrying 

conductor and the measuring device. They 

are also an effective means of detecting 

and measuring over currents, and as such 

they are increasingly widely used in green 

energy applications. Although their principle 

of operation is the same as that of power 

transformers, these devices have some specific 

design characteristics that need to be borne in 

mind in specification. 

What is a current transformer?
A current transformer (CT) is an instrument 

transformer in which the secondary current, 

in normal conditions of use, is proportional to 

the primary 

current and 

differs in phase 

from it by an 

angle which is 

approximately 

zero. In an 

ideal CT, the 

current in 

the secondary winding will reflect the actual 

primary current without current ratio error or 

phase displacement. However, under normal 

conditions there will be current ratio error 

and phase displacement between primary and 

secondary currents.

The basic operating principle of CTs is the 

same as that of power transformers. The CT 

has a primary and a secondary winding. An 

alternating current flowing in the primary 

winding induces an alternating current in 

the secondary winding. But, unlike voltage 

or power transformers, a CT provides 

just one or very few turns as its primary 

winding, depending on the transformation 

ratio required. The primary winding can be 

either a single flat turn, a coil of heavy-duty 

wire wrapped around the core or simply a 

conductor or bus bar placed through a central 

hole. The secondary winding is terminated on 

the rated burden resistor, the value on which 

the accuracy requirements of the CT is based. 

Specification
When specifying a CT, the most important 

points to be considered are the ratio, the 

burden and the accuracy class. The most 

significant spec-point is the ratio, which 

typically ranges from 1000 to five, through 

1000 to one, then 5000 to five and 5000 to 

one. Another important factor is the voltage 

× current value, or “burden”. Typically, 

5VA is the standard burden required, and 

manufacturers like SIGA (Electronics) can 

accommodate any burden from 1A up. 

A further consideration is accuracy class of 

the device. There is always some difference 

between the expected value and actual value 

of output of an instrument transformer current 

error and phase angle error count in CTs. This 

is because the primary current of the CT must 

contribute the excitation component of a CT 

core. The accuracy class of CTs is a measure of 

the highest permissible percentage composite 

error at rated current. Standard accuracy 

classes of CT, per IS-2705 standards, are 0.1, 

0.2, 0.5, 1, 3 and 5 for metering CTs. Accuracy 

class of 0.1 means the maximum permissible 

limit of error is 0.1%. IS-2705 categorises 

standard accuracy classes for the protection 

CT, such as 5P (5%), 10P (10%) or 15P (15%), 

where 'P' stands for protection.

The broad portfolio available offers ring 

type CTs suitable for primary currents from 

50A-10000A along with rectangular CTs with 

primary currents from 60A to 6300A having 

1A or 5A secondary. These meet accuracy 

classes from 0.2 for metering purposes and 

class PX for protection. Fitted in applications 

with rated system volts 0.72/3kV, they can be 

built to meet a 3kV insulation level for up to 1 

minute. SIGA (Electronics) boasts capabilities 

going down to class 0.2 all the way up to 

Class 5 in metering. From the protection side, 

capabilities extend to Class 6 or Class PX.

For the protection side, further factors 

need to be considered, for example where 

the secondary resistance is at 75°C. Normally 

specified by the customer, this provides an 

idea of where the design needs to be. Also, 

some customers want a CT that can handle 

a specific secondary fault current, and this 

parameter is also specified by the customer. 

Standards
CTs need to conform to IEC regulations from 

design, through manufacturing to final test. 

Standards including IEC 61869 are addressed 

by specific conformance testing for CTs. 

The design and testing of CTs is governed 

by standard IEC 61869-2:2012 (replaces 

IEC 60044-1:1996). Further specific test 

requirements are needed to verify that they 

meet the IEC 61869 prototype manufacturing 

stage. These include power frequency 

withstand measurements. This involves on-site 

checks for accuracy and ratio error, together 

with phase angle and winding resistance. 

Another key measurement is the saturation 

point, usually performed using a CT analyser 

in the manufacturer’s test department. This 

needs to be calibrated on an annual basis. 

Further, a primary injection tester allows 

manufacturers to make measurements at 

3000, 4000 or 5000 amps. The test rig can 

produce the required current. Testing the 

transformer secondary side at 1A and 5A will 

confirm that the solution is fit for purpose.

Whilst most safety hazards are mitigated 

by device protection, others are alleviated 

through the method in which CTs are wound. 

Resin, or tape-wound versions require the 

correct amount of space around the windings. 

For example, a resin block typically provides 

10mm of resin around the outside of the 

component. In the case of tape-wound 

components, protection depends on the ability 

of the CT at temperatures where it is going to 

be installed. Normally class H materials are 

used, which are safe up to around 180°C.

Styles and finishes 
Manufacturers offer full block or split core style 

CTs, finished with UL-recognised semi rigid cast 

resin or an IP-rated plastic box. There is no right 

or wrong answer as to which style or finish to 

specify, there are different advantages of each 

style depending on the application. 

Applications
Uses of CTs include current measurement 

and fault detection in systems. Examples of 

the latter include the use of CTs installed in 

switchgear fitted on London Underground, 

electrical data centres and electrical substations. 

They are also the basis of Parasense units 

used in supermarket refrigeration and in the 

rapidly growing data centre industry. Other 

customers include providers of switchgear to 

aerospace, automotive, power generation, 

MOD applications and rail transport. Many 

CTs for switchgear are used in the renewable 

energy and green project markets, so where 

their units are becoming more efficient, they are 

being designed with minimal losses. 

These versatile devices have wide applications, 

and hopefully this article will give design 

engineers unfamiliar with their characteristics 

the confidence to specify and use them. 

www.sigatransformers.co.uk 
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EMC & Circuit Protection

Current transformer specification 
– a guide for the designer   
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S
chaffner, an international leader 

in the fields of electromagnetic 

compatibility and power quality, 

has introduced the new FN3840 for 

use in Active Infeed Converter (AIC) 

or Active Front End (AFE) applications where 

energy is fed back to the power grid. 

This process reduces energy costs in larger 

factories or can be used to reduce losses 

and excess heat in converters. When the 

semiconductors of the converters are switching 

directly towards the mains power network, they 

create a high voltage and current ripple. The 

inclusion of an LCL-filter such as the recently 

launched FN6840 can further reduce this effect 

and improve power quality. 

FN3840 series of filters are said to provide 

state-of-the-art EMI attenuation based on a 

filter topology and help to ensure compliance 

with Class C2 or even C1 limits. Applications 

include regenerative drives in combination with 

LCL filters, active infeed converter (AIC), active 

front end (AFE) variable frequency drives (VFD), 

three-phase variable speed drives (VSD) and 

power drive systems (PDS), renewable energy, 

machine tool and machinery equipment, and 

process automation equipment.

In systems where compliance to EMC 

regulations at frequencies above 150kHz 

need to be considered not every EMC-filter 

can be connected in-line with an LCL-filter. 

The inductive components of an LCL-filter can 

resonate with the capacitors of the EMC-filter 

and vice versa. To overcome those effects and 

to avoid damage of the drive, a careful design 

of the EMC-filter circuit is mandatory. The new 

Schaffner FN3840 has been fully tested and 

may be combined with a Schaffner FN6840 

LCL-filter in an AIC/AFE application.

The FN3840 is fitted with an onboard 

temperature monitor to 

provide protection from 

overheating. The switch 

will open at the critical 

temperatures of 180°C, 

or 150°C for busbar 

versions. This provides 

an extra safety layer 

for machine builders. 

In the event of an open 

temperature switch the 

Active Infeed Converter can react and reduce or 

switch off power.

The new Schaffner FN3840 is supplied in 

a slim book-style shape allowing convenient 

and space-saving installation next to inverters, 

converters or motor drives. Connection is via 

solid safety connector blocks and versions are 

available with low leakage current.

The new FN3840 filters offer very high 

saturation performance combined with high 

EMI performance fulfilling the requirements 

in IEC/EN 61800-5-1 for electric strength, 

clearance and creepage, IEC/EN 60204-1 

for insulation resistance, electric strength, 

clearance and creepage, and the requirements 

in IEC/EN 62477-1.

www.schaffner.com 
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EMC filter for regenerative applications   

D
iodes Incorporated has 

introduced the AP22653Q 

programmable current limiting 

power switch. Streamlining 

power system design and 

assuring ongoing reliability, this automotive-

compliant device provides a controlled and 

protected power path. It is rated to handle 

continuous load currents of up to 1.5A. Key 

applications include protection of vehicle USB 

ports and ECU supply rails, and infotainment 

and telematics subsystems.

With a tight accuracy margin of ±7% 

at high current levels, the AP22653Q’s 

current limit threshold can be simply set 

anywhere between 125mA to 1735mA via 

use of standard value external resistors. The 

device’s controlled rise and fall times help to 

mitigate the effect of surges during turn on/

off. In addition, its 5μs short circuit response 

helps avoid situations requiring system 

shutdown/restart.

The AP22653Q has a 55mΩ (typical) on-

resistance, which significantly reduces power 

loss and voltage drop at high load currents. 

The reverse-current protection integrated 

into this device safeguards against reverse 

currents when peripherals are being externally 

powered. Overtemperature protection and 

undervoltage lockout features are also 

included. An operational temperature range of 

-40°C to 125°C is supported.

The AP22653Q power switch is qualified 

to AEC-Q100 Grade 1, is manufactured in 

IATF 16949 certified facilities, and is PPAP 

capable. 

www.Diodes.com

Precision-adjustable current limit power switch 
protects automotive subsystems  

K
EMET, part of the YAGEO Group 

and a global electronic components 

supplier, has announced its new 

high-performance supercapacitors 

for automotive electronics, the FMD 

and FU0H series. These series deliver 1,000 

hours at 85°C/85% RH-rated voltage and 

operational temperature ranging from -40°C to 

85°C. The FMD series offers the highest lifetime 

with up to 4,000 hours. 

These supercapacitors are qualified to an 

automotive testing protocol. These capacitors 

are manufactured in an ISO TS 16949 certified 

plant and are subjected to PPAP/PSW and 

change control. They are suitable for automotive 

applications needing a main power system 

backup during a power loss, such as ADAS, 

autonomous vehicles, and central gateway ECUs. 

Supercapacitors are ideal for maintaining the 

main power system’s real-time clock or volatile 

memory when it is removed, such as during a 

power failure or when the main power system’s 

battery has been removed for replacement. 

Additionally, these supercapacitors offer 

power backup in equipment ranging from IoT 

devices, smart meters, medical devices, and 

industrial computing. 

The supercapacitor’s benign open-circuit 

failure mode contrasts with typical short-circuit 

battery failures that may result in outgassing 

or ignition. Supercapacitors are also said to 

be a cost-effective alternative to small backup 

batteries. Depending on the type of load and 

current demand, they can store enough energy 

to provide backup for durations ranging from a 

few seconds to several hours.

KEMET’s miniature supercapacitors use 

a proprietary aqueous electrolyte solution 

that provides high durability against liquid 

leakage, vibrations, and thermal shock, 

thus high reliability in harsh environments. 

Aqueous electrolytes are highly conductive, 

have a low environmental impact, and are 

non-toxic and non-flammable.

www.kemet.com

Next-generation supercapacitors for automotive   
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I
n a step toward a future of higher 

performance memory devices, researchers 

from National Taiwan Normal University 

and Kyushu University have developed 

a new device that needs only a single 

semiconductor known as perovskite to 

simultaneously store and visually transmit 

data. By integrating a light-emitting 

electrochemical cell with a resistive random-

access memory that are both based on 

perovskite, the team achieved parallel and 

synchronous reading of data both electrically 

and optically in a ‘light-emitting memory’. 

At the most fundamental level, digital data 

is stored as a basic unit of information known 

as a bit, which is often represented as either a 

one or a zero. Thus, the pursuit of better data 

storage comes down to finding more efficient 

ways to store and read these ones and zeros. 

Light-emitting memories
While flash memory has become extremely 

popular, researchers have been searching 

for alternatives that could further improve 

speed and simplify fabrication. One candidate 

is nonvolatile resistive random-access 

memory, or RRAM. Instead of storing charge 

in transistors like in flash memory, resistive 

memory uses materials that can switch 

between states of high and low resistance to 

represent ones and zeros. 

"However, the electrical measurements 

needed to check the resistance and read 

zeros and ones from RRAM can limit 

the overall speed," explains Chun-

Chieh Chang, professor at National 

Taiwan Normal University and one of 

the corresponding authors of the study 

published in Nature Communications. 

"Recently, to overcome this issue, 

RRAMs have been combined with LEDs to 

develop something called light-emitting 

memories. In this case, the data can 

also be read by checking if the LED is 

on or off. This additional optical reading 

also opens new routes for carrying large 

amounts of information."

Advantages of perovskite
Previous versions of light-emitting memories 

required the integration of two separate 

devices with differing materials, complicating 

fabrication. To overcome this, the researchers 

turned to perovskite, a type of material with 

a crystalline structure through which ions can 

migrate to give it unique physical, optical, 

and even electrical properties. By controlling 

the ion migration, perovskite researchers 

have been constructing new materials with 

unique properties. 

"Using just one perovskite layer between 

contacts, we could fabricate a device that 

works both as a RRAM 

and a light-emitting 

electrochemical cell," 

explains National Taiwan 

Normal University's 

Ya-Ju Lee, who also led 

the study. "By taking 

advantage of the fast, 

electrically switchable 

ionic motion that enables 

this dual functionality 

in a single layer of 

perovskite, we were able 

to connect two devices 

together and develop an 

all-inorganic perovskite 

light-emitting memory." 

Using perovskite consisting of cesium 

lead bromide (CsPbBr3), the team 

demonstrated that data can be electrically 

written, erased, and read in one of the 

perovskite devices acting as an RRAM. 

Simultaneously, the second perovskite 

device can optically transmit whether 

data is being written or erased through 

light emission by working as a light-

emitting electrochemical cell with a high 

transmission speed. Furthermore, the 

researchers used perovskite quantum dots 

of two different sizes for the two devices 

in the light-emitting memory to 

achieve different emission colours 

depending on whether the memory 

was being written or erased, 

providing a real-time indicator of 

the ones and zeros. 

Future opportunities
Kaoru Tamada, professor at Kyushu 

University’s Institute for Materials 

Chemistry and Engineering who 

was also involved in the project, 

sees many opportunities for this new 

technology going forward.

"This demonstration significantly 

broadens the scope of applications of the 

developed all-perovskite light-emitting 

memory and can serve as a new paradigm 

of synergistic combination between 

electronic and photonic degrees of freedom 

in perovskite materials," says Tamada. 

"From multicast mesh network to data 

encryption systems, these findings have the 

potential for numerous applications in next-

generation technologies."

Source: Kyushu University

The research ‘All-inorganic perovskite 

quantum dot light-emitting memories’ was 

published in Nature Communications: 

www.nature.com
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Researchers use perovskite to develop a memory device readable 
through both electrical and optical methods

Optoelectronics

One material with two functions 
could lead to faster memory   

An artist’s rendering shows the capability of 
a CsPbBr3 LEM device for parallel optical 

and electrical transmission of encoded 
information. Two colours can be emitted by the 

perovskite LEM: green and aqua. These two 
colours could serve as a real-time indicator of 

the digital status, i.e., write or erase, of the 
LEM. (Kyushu University/ Ya-Ju Lee)

A scanning electron microscope image of the light emitting memory, 
with each key layer labelled. (Kyushu University/ Ya-Ju Lee)

An all-perovskite light-emitting memory device actively
 switches under application of +6V/−6V pulses at 50 Hz. 

(Kyushu University/ Ya-Ju Lee)
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Catch here

N
eoPhotonics Corporation, a 

developer of silicon photonics 

and advanced hybrid photonic 

integrated circuit-based lasers, 

modules and subsystems 

for bandwidth-intensive, high speed 

communications networks, has announced a 

new, high output power version of its 400G 

Multi-Rate CFP2-DCO coherent pluggable 

transceiver with 0 dBm output power and 

designed to operate in metro, regional and 

long haul ROADM based optical networks. 

This new, high output power module is 

based on NeoPhotonics’ vertically integrated 

Indium Phosphide technology platform, 

including its ultra-pure Nano tunable laser 

and Class 40 Coherent Driver Modulator 

(CDM) and Coherent Receiver (ICR). The 

module operates at up to 67 Gbaud enabling 

longer distance transmission and exhibiting 

impressive receiver Optical Signal to Noise 

Ratio (rOSNR) performance. An important, 

differentiating feature is that the transmitter 

integrates an optical amplifier to achieve the 

0 dBm output power, while simultaneously 

achieving what the company believes is 

the best transmitter OSNR and out-of-band 

OSNR performance in the industry. Higher 

transmitter OSNR enables longer distance 

transmission or more ROADM stages, while 

higher out-of-band OSNR ensures less 

crosstalk for colourless ROADMs.

In addition to the high output power and 

impressive OSNR performance, ROADM 

applications also depend on a CFP2-DCO’s 

optical filtering tolerance when its signal 

passes through multiple ROADMs in a 

network. This is because each ROADM 

stage applies optical filtering and causes 

the signal to lose power at the spectral 

edges. The CFP2-DCO module is well suited 

for metro ROADM applications to cover a 

network distribution of up to 16 ROADM 

spans, encompassing almost all network 

scenarios. In addition, this module runs at a 

high spectral efficiency with 75GHz DWDM 

channel spacing. The same 400G CFP2-DCO 

module has sufficient performance to cover 

long-haul applications at 400G and 200G.

“Our newest CFP2-DCO coherent 

pluggable module, with high output 

power, robust ROADM filtering tolerance 

and demonstrated transmission over 1500 

km, allows customers to use one coherent 

pluggable solution to cover essentially 

all metro ROADM use cases, simplifying 

network design, enabling disaggregation, 

and lowering inventory costs,” said Tim 

Jenks, chairman and CEO of NeoPhotonics. 

“The key to achieving line card equivalent 

performance in a pluggable module, but 

with significantly lower power than a line 

card, is the vertical integration of our optical 

solution and Nano tunable laser,” concluded 

Mr. Jenks.

www.neophotonics.com 

Optoelectronics

High output power module for use in ROADM 

based metro, regional and long haul networks   

T
ogether with several industry 

leaders, KDPOF, a supplier for 

gigabit connectivity over fiber 

optics, is working on an optical 

automotive multi-gigabit system 

that will fulfil the needs of future connected 

and automated vehicles. Instead of various 

port components, the new solution provides a 

single, complete package. 

“As the auto industry approaches the 

50 Gb/s*m speed-length threshold, the 

move from copper to optical physical data 

transmission media is becoming mandatory,” 

stated Carlos Pardo, CEO and co-founder of 

KDPOF. “Optical is the engineering-wise path 

for higher data rates.” 

The new connector systems are said to 

be very small, lightweight and extremely 

inexpensive compared to the previous ones. 

With the comprehensive EVK9351AUT 

evaluation kit, automotive manufacturers 

and suppliers can already test the new 

configuration at 1 Gbit/s today. KDPOF thus 

supports easy project entry into optical gigabit 

connectivity for a secure Ethernet backbone 

and ADAS sensor connections in vehicles.

KDPOF will present their optical Multi-

gigabit Ethernet Connectivity System at ELIV 

(Electronics In Vehicles) International VDI 

Congress on October 20 to 21, 2021 at stand 

38 in Bonn, Germany, and online. 

The key advantages of the optical solution 

are superior Electromagnetic Compatibility 

(EMC) thanks to the inherent galvanic 

isolation, low weight, and low cost. The optical 

cables are reliable and at least as flexible as 

copper cables in the same bandwidth range. 

They allow fast, dynamic and tight bending 

as well as immersion in dark liquids. In 

addition, optical connectivity guarantees easy 

engineering for seamless implementation. 

The ecosystem already exists since the system 

leverages well-proven technologies, such as 

VCSELs (Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser), 

multimode fibers and photodiodes already 

developed for the data centres industry. The 

technology will be scalable in order to enable 

even higher data rates, such as 50 and 100 

Gb/s, in the future. Standardization processes 

are ongoing with IEEE 802.3 Automotive 

Ethernet and ISO PWI 24581 in progress. The 

robust and reliable system solution provided 

by KDPOF and industry leaders thus offers the 

future-proven path to high speeds.

The proposed Multi-gigabit system 

supports Energy-Efficient Ethernet (EEE) 

tailored for automotive applications and 

wakes up in less than 100 ms. The target BER 

is better than 10-12 with ambient operating 

temp from -40ºC up to 105ºC (AEC-Q100 

grade 2) in harsh automotive environments. 

High reliability (15 years operation, less than 

10 FIT) and outstanding EMC compliance are 

also fulfilled. The technology in development 

is based on advanced digital signal 

processing, using high-speed DAC and ADC 

to implement all needed algorithms such as 

equalization or pre-coding. A new optical 

automotive IVN communication standard 

IEEE 802.3cz is currently in the task force 

phase and is targeting data rates of 2.5, 5, 

10, 25, and 50 Gb/s. It is supported by several 

industry-leading companies. First engineering 

samples of the new automotive, single-chip, 

fully integrated Fiber Optic Transceiver 

package solution for 10 Gb/s will be available 

from KDPOF in autumn 2022.

https://www.kdpof.com

System solution for optical 
communications in vehicles    
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Positronic Scorpion series: 35+ modules offer nearly 
limitless pin configurations.

Available through Powell Electronics, the supplier of 
connectors and more for high-rel applications including 
defence, aerospace and industrial, is the highly versatile 
Scorpion modular connector system from Positronic. The 
components can be configured for use as power 
connectors (16A up to 120A), signal level connectors or as 
a combination of the two in an almost endless variety of 
power/signal contact configurations. The unique modular 
tooling provides multiple keying options, yet still provides 
a one piece insulator for use in the finished connector.
Positronic’s Scorpion series includes 35+ modules available in standard profile (14.6mm height) and 
low profile (8.2mm height) versions. Blank module options allow design engineers to space power and 
signal contacts to meet creepage and clearance values required for specific applications. 

The Scorpion series includes board-to-board, cable-to-cable or board and panel-to-cable or board 
versions. An outlet hole enables air cooling onto a power contact. Termination options are solder PCB 
mount, crimp and press-fit. Available mating alternatives are blind mating, float mount, panel mount 
and cable connector with a unique locking system. The precision formed and solid machined contacts 
feature shielded, high voltage and hyperboloid contact versions.

www.powell-electronics.eu
www.powell.com

Highly versatile modular connector system from 
Positronic in stock at Powell Electronics

Based on Microchip’s highly integrated low power Wi-Fi and Bluetooth module.
MikroElektronika (MIKROE), the embedded solutions company that dramatically cuts development 

time by providing innovative hardware and software products based on proven standards, has launched 
WiFi 8 Click a compact add-on peripheral board that features Microchip’s ATWINC3400-MR210CA Wi-Fi 
and Bluetooth 5.0-certified module that is optimized for low power and high-performance mobile 
applications. WiFi 8 Click joins 15 other Wi-Fi clicks available from MIKROE, and the total number of Click 
peripheral development boards offered by the company is now well over 1000.

Nebojsa Matic, CEO at MIKROE explains why so many Wi-Fi Click variants are available: “Wireless 
communication is essential for all aspects of life today. Yet different environments and applications 
require different Wi-Fi chips and modules. If you have a Wi-Fi router connected to a fixed broadband line, 
Liechtenstein has the fastest Wi-Fi speeds in the world at 229.98 Mbps, according to Cable.co.uk data. 
Even on Everest there is Wi-Fi, at least at base camp. Whatever the need, bringing mobility and internet 
to your design is just a Click away.”

The Wi-Fi 8 Click board costs just $34.00, suiting it to highly integrated and cost-effective applications, 
industrial wireless control, Bluetooth gateway, smart home applications, and much more. The module 
comes with integrated power and low-noise amplifiers, transmit/receive switch (for WiFi and Bluetooth), 
a power management unit, an integrated 2.4GHz chip antenna, and an additional 32.768 kHz clock for 
Sleep operation. 

For more information, visit https://www.mikroe.com/click

Now you can send a selfie from 
anywhere: MIKROE adds Wi-Fi 8 
Click to growing family of Wi-Fi 
peripheral development boards

3kV stand-off; mu metal screening to enable close stacking.
Pickering Electronics, the reed relay company which 

has pioneered miniaturization and high performance for 
over 50 years, announces the Series 100HV high voltage 
SIL/SIP reed relays rated for up to 3kV stand-off voltage 
and with more than double the coil resistance of 
previous devices. This suits applications such as 
transformer or cable testing or any other automatic test 
equipment where high voltages are involved but where 
low coil power consumption is required. 

Commented Kevin Mallett, Technical Specialist at 
Pickering Electronics: “Where mains voltage is switched, 
for example to control and isolate SCR or triac gates, 
Series 100HV reed relays are an ideal choice. And in mixed signal applications, the lower coil power of 
the new relays reduces the thermal EMF voltages generated across the switch.”

Three types of dry switches are available, capable of standing-off 1.5kVdc, 2 kVdc or 3kVdc. The 3 kV 
version features increased clearance between the switch and coil pins to accommodate the higher 
voltage. Higher voltage versions are available on request. Series 100HV reed relays feature an internal 
mu-metal screen to facilitate close stacking without risking problems caused by magnetic interaction.

The new high voltage SIL/SIP reed relays are available with one or two switches in a single package 
in 1 Form A, 2 Form A and 1 Form B configurations. 5V, 12V or 24V coils with optional internal diode can 
be specified.

www.pickeringrelay.com/reed-relays/sil-sip-100-110/series-100-hv-coil-resistance/

New high voltage SIL/SIP reed relays from Pickering 
Electronics feature higher coil resistance for low 
power consumption Trackwise, the AS9100D 

accredited innovative UK 
designer and manufacturer of 
specialist interconnect 
solutions using printed circuit 
technology, will demonstrate 
the massive advantages that 
its patented Improved 
Harness Technology™ (IHT) 
can bring to defence 
applications at the Defence and Security Equipment International (DSEI) exhibition which takes place 
14-17 September at London’s ExCeL. 

IHT from Trackwise uniquely enables multilayer Flex Printed Circuits (FPC) of unlimited length to be 
constructed. The resulting interconnect solutions replace multiple wires with a single FPC, saving 
weight and space, and increasing flexibility, reliability and repeatability while reducing assembly time.

Already the company is developing multiple IHT interconnect FPCs for numerous aircraft and other 
defence applications, designed and produced at the company’s UK facilities in Tewkesbury.

Philip Johnston, CEO of Trackwise comments: “Light weight and small size are often critical for 
aircraft applications, and our IHT flex printed circuit technology is enabling new designs that would 
have been impossible with traditional wire harnesses.” 

For more information
bartholomew.day@trackwise.co.uk
trackwise.co.uk

Trackwise to show length unlimited multilayer flex 
printed circuit technology at DSEI 2021 

Best-in-class High I/O Density, Small Form Factor General Purpose 
FPGAs Based on Lattice Nexus Platform Now AEC-Q100 Qualified

 Lattice Semiconductor (NASDAQ: LSCC), the low power 
programmable leader, today expanded its growing portfolio of 
automotive products with the announcement of versions of the 
Lattice Certus™-NX FPGA family optimized for infotainment, 
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), and safety-focused 
applications. Built on the Lattice Nexus™ platform, these new 
Certus-NX devices combine automotive-grade features with best-in-class I/O density, power efficiency, 
small size, reliability, instant-on performance, and support for fast PCI Express (PCIe) and Gigabit 
Ethernet interfaces. 

“Demand for automotive semiconductors is increasing as the ongoing trends towards automotive 
system electrification, autonomy, and connectivity have manufacturers looking for ways to deliver 
the advanced features and user experiences drivers are looking for in their next vehicle,” said Jay 
Aggarwal, Director of Silicon Product Marketing, Lattice Semiconductor. “With class-leading 
performance and power efficiency, support for popular I/O standards in a small form factor, and high 
reliability, our Certus-NX general purpose FPGAs make a compelling silicon platform for the 
next-generation automotive applications car makers are eager to provide to their customers.”

“As more automotive systems go digital, modern cars have essentially become mobile 
datacenters. Automotive developers need access to secure and reliable silicon solutions with fast I/O 
performance to ensure mission-critical automotive systems can perform their functions instantane-
ously,” said K. Ganesh Rao, Practice Head – FPGA Solutions, Tata Elxsi. “Lattice Certus-NX FPGAs 
provide the reliability, performance, and feature set we need to make tomorrow’s automotive 
applications possible.”

www.latticesemi.com

Lattice Certus-NX FPGAs Optimized 
for Automotive Applications 

SCALE-2 technology optimizes footprint, improves efficiency, 
performance and reliability of power inverters and converters to 
3300 V.

Power Integrations (Nasdaq: POWI), the leader in gate-driver 
technology for medium- and high-voltage inverter applications, today 
announced SCALE-iFlex™ Single gate-drivers for the popular “New 
Dual” 100 mm x 140 mm IGBT modules. The compact new drivers 
support modules up to 3.3 kV and are available now for design-in. The 
SCALE-iFlex Single gate-drivers are ideal for light-rail, renewable 
energy generation and other high-reliability applications that demand compact, rugged driver solutions.

Thorsten Schmidt, product marketing manager at Power Integrations commented: “SCALE-iFlex Single 
gate-drivers fit the outline of the latest standard IGBT power modules including the Mitsubishi LV100/HV100, 
Infineon xHP2 and xHP3, ABB LinPak, Hitachi nHPD² and other similar products.“

SCALE-iFlex Single gate-drivers use Power Integrations’ SCALE-2™ ASIC technology which dramatically 
reduces component count compared to conventional products. The ASIC also provides Advanced Active 
Clamping (AAC) over-voltage protection during normal operation, a substantial improvement over simple 
soft shut down, which adds extra protection in case of short-circuit during turn-on. Devices are conformally 
coated and feature reinforced isolation. Isolated housings ensure isolation between modules when they are 
mounted side-by-side. Devices are pre-qualified according to railway standards IEC 61373 – Class 1B (shock & 
vibration) and IEC 61000-4-x (EMC tests) and IEC 60068-2-x (serial environmental tests). Burn-in is optionally 
available. 

The new gate drivers are rated at 20 A peak output current per channel at 85 °C ambient temperature 
with no air flow. Higher power levels are possible with cooling or a lower ambient temperature. Both 
electrical and fiber-optic interfaces are available.

For more information, please visit www.power.com/products/scale-iflex-single/

Power Integrations Introduces SCALE-iFlex Single 
Plug-and-Play Gate Drivers for “New Dual” Modules s 
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Expansion of range of small aluminium 
enclosures for 100 mm Eurocards

The diverse range of applications of electronic assemblies and electronic components requires 
enclosures with a special design and various functional properties. First and foremost, these are 
attractive desktop enclosures, but also enclosures with very good heat dissipation properties as well 
as with a mounting option on vertical surfaces or in an environment with vibration disturbances. To 
this end, Fischer Elektronik has added six new variants to their existing range of small aluminium 
enclosures for PCBs in 100 mm widths.
The practical and attractive AKG 105 ... enclosures consist of two aluminium profile half-shells, which 
are placed against each other in a special geometry to form a tube and fixed in place by means of 
front panels. Internal guide grooves integrated in the profiles allow direct insertion of Eurocards with 
a width of 100 mm, although smaller PCBs can also be accommodated with the aid of special 
press-in fasteners. For wall and ceiling mounting, enclosure profiles with integrated fixing lugs are 
used. For applications where the heat dissipation of the electronic components is particularly 
difficult due to a high component density, enclosure versions are offered with the likewise 
integrated, external cooling fins. As standard, the AKG aluminium small enclosures for Eurocards are 
available in nineteen different versions, six lengths (in 80, 100, 120, 160, 200, 220 mm), as well as in 
two different surface finishes (natural-coloured and black anodised). In addition to the standard 
versions, AKG enclosures can be mechanically processed, surface-treated and printed according to 
customer specifications.

Please contact us, for further information and inquiries the product experts of Fischer Elektronik 
GmbH & Co. KG are pleased to be at your disposal.

Fischer Elektronik GmbH & Co. KG
GERMANY / DEUTSCHLAND
phone: +49 2351 435-0
fax: +49 2351 435-191
info@fischerelektronik.de
www.fischerelektronik.de
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New TECHNOMET 10.5” Advanced 
Desktop/Portable Enclosures
Metal electronic enclosures specialist METCASE has launched a new 
10.5-inch version of its advanced TECHNOMET 19” desktop mini-rack 
enclosures.

The new 10.5-inch enclosures are designed for mounting half-width 
(42HP) subracks, chassis and front panels. They are perfect for desktop 
and portable applications including test and measurement, networking 
and communications, industrial computers, sound and studio systems, 
laboratory instrumentation and industrial control.

Elegant TECHNOMET 19” combines diecast aluminium front and rear 
bezels, a fabricated case body and chassis and four snap-on cover trims to 
create a flush-fitting cohesive design with no visible fixing screws. 

The new 10.5” enclosures can be specified with or without a tilt/swivel carry handle which doubles as a 
desk stand. It can be easily adjusted to give users the optimum viewing angle.

Standard panel mounts with caged nut apertures for fixing the equipment are incorporated in the 
front and rear bezels. The base and removable rear panel are ventilated. Inside there are two subrack/
chassis support rails, along with M4 earthing pillars on every panel. Moulded ABS non-slip feet are also 
included.

The new half-width enclosures are available as standard in heights of 3U or 4U and a depth of 330 mm 
(custom sizes can be supplied to order). There are two standard colours: Light Grey (RAL 7035) and 
Anthracite (RAL 7016). 

All the enclosures are supplied fully assembled and ready to use. Accessories include 10.5” front panels 
(3U and 4U) and rack mounting kits.

METCASE can also supply the enclosures fully customised. Services include custom sizes, custom front 
panels, CNC machining, fixings and inserts, painting and finishing, digital printing of legends and logos.

www.metcase.co.uk/en/Metal-Enclosures/Technomet-19-.htm   

METCASE’s new TECHNOMET 10.5” 
enclosures are suitable for half-
width 42HP electronic systems

Omron Electronics Components Europe has announced two new 
fully sealed, miniature micro switches offering an exceptionally 
compact and flexible solution for applications exposed to water spray 
or high levels of dust. The D2GW and D2AW are ideal for vending 
machines, smart meters, EV charging stations, security systems, 
HVAC equipment, white goods and similar applications where space is 
at a premium.
 The new Omron D2GW is fully sealed to IP67 and can operate in 
temperatures of up to 85°C. It is set apart by its exceptionally small size 
(8.3mm × 6.5mm × 5.3mm) and is potentially the smallest switch of its 
type in the industry. Omron is offering the D2GW in a wide variety of 
styles, with a choice of mounting structures, actuators and terminal specifications to maximise application 
flexibility. The options include press-fit terminals to enable solder-less PCB installation, as well as solder 
terminals, PCB terminals and moulded wire leads. The D2GW features a symmetrical shape with the push 
button located in the centre, allowing levers to be added in either direction.

 Omron has also announced a new version of its standard basic switch, the D2AW, also sealed to IP67. 
This switch features compact dimensions (13.3mm × 7.0mm × 5.3mm) and high insulation resistance of 
100MΩ. A version of the switch, known as the D2AW-R, features an integrated internal resistor allowing the 
detection of four states: on, off, open circuit and short circuit. The switches are available with solder 
terminals, spade terminals and moulded wire leads.

 Both the D2AW and the D2GW feature a unique contact design to maximise performance. A sliding 
contact construction achieves quiet operation and high contact reliability, wiping away any dust or other 
impurities. Both also have double contacts, to improve reliability. 
Email: info-components-eu@omron.com    Web:  http://components.omron.eu  

New Omron miniature switches 
ideal for wet or dusty applications

Omron has announced two new 
fully sealed, miniature micro 
switches offering an exceptionally 
compact and flexible solution for 
applications exposed to water spray 
or high levels of dust.

Smiths Interconnect Offers Quick-Delivery Galileo Test 
Socket for Rapid Device Bring Up, Characterization, 
and Failure Analysis
Smiths Interconnect, a leading provider 
of innovative solutions for semiconduc-
tor test applications, announces today its 
new Galileo test socket for Area Array 
and Peripheral Package Test. 

Galileo is an innovative, low-profile 
test socket engineered to support 
today’s high performance Digital and RF 
applications. It leverages proven 
interposer elastomer technology and 
advanced 3D printing manufacturing to 
provide a high-performance solution for 
BGA, LGA, QFP, SOIC, or QFN packaged 
devices with extremely short lead times.

“A good portion of customers have 
products with critical time-to-market (TTM) goals. When speed is what they need, the Galileo test socket 
provides an accurate, at-speed and cost-competitive test solution. Given the efficiency it provides, we 
have named the product after the Italian physicist and engineer, Galileo who made a significant 
contribution to speed and velocity studies”, said Bruce Valentine, Vice President and General Manager of 
the Semiconductor Test Business Unit at Smiths Interconnect.

For further details contact:
Please visit our website www.smithsinterconnect.com

Let Advanced design a solution for 
your next project from our extensive 
tool box of proven interconnect 
technology. We build from a solid 
foundation using screw-machined 
terminals and multi-finger contacts 
combined with a unique solder ball 
interface for surface mount 
applications that improve reliability 
across the board.

Advanced offers technology, 
human resources and expertise that 
deliver the products you need at the 
exacting requirements and standards 
you expect.

Our high-quality, reliable products 
speak for themselves from 
commitment to quality. If you have a 
project need and you’re in the 
market for a reliable, experienced 
manufacturer, contact us today!

Advanced Interconnections Corp.
5 Energy Way
West Warwick, RI 02893 USA 
401.823.5200 • 800.424.9850

Advanced Interconnections
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Itron’s powerful ARM9-based embedded TFT 
modules provide serial interfaces to link host 
and peripheral devices using USB, RS232, 
RS485, Async, SPI, I2C, CAN and Ethernet. 
Most ports double up as general I/O with IRQ 
functionality.
Our embedded solutions allow design 
engineers to move application processing into 
the TFT module which reduces host overhead 
and enables easily manageable communica-
tion speeds. The host can send raw data to the 
TFT module for the operating system to 
process and synchronise display refresh, 
navigation and peripheral control.

For further details:
The Sales Team, ITRON (U.K.) Ltd
+44 (0) 1493 601144
sales@noritake-itron.com
www.noritake-itron.com

Embedded ARM Core 
Front Panel Solutions 
from ITRON (U.K.) Ltd Touchscreens on the beach? Why not? Zytronic’s Iberian partner 

IBHM has been supplying Majorca-based Hi-Services with 
Zytronic’s 43” touch sensor since 2018. The touch sensor provides 
the interactive interface for the company’s Hi Point outdoor health 
awareness kiosks installed near beaches across the Balearic Islands.

The interactive screen provides information about the local 
beaches, actions to take in case of an emergency and even the 
types of jellyfish one might encounter whilst bathing in the sea. 
Users can also input their hair colour, eye colour and skin tone to 
generate a personalised report identifying the health risk factors. 
These include recommendations for the minimum sun protection factor to be used, maximum sun 
exposure times, ultraviolet (UV) radiation and essential skin prevention advice. 

In these unattended outdoor locations, Hi-Services needed a product that could withstand high 
ambient temperatures, sand, saltwater and potential tampering with by the public. As a result, the 
company chose thick, thermally-tempered anti-glare glass ZyBrid® touch sensors, which met the 
brief perfectly. 

On top of the kiosk is a UV index indicator, which alerts the population using a code based on five 
colours (green, yellow, orange, red and violet), established by the World Health Organization (WHO) 
with UV index values ranging from 1 to 11. Additional kiosk features include an automated external 
defibrillator (AED) and emergency service call-out button; there are also power outlets for charging 
mobile devices, electric wheelchairs, and mobility scooters.

For more information about Zytronic’s multitouch sensor technology, please visit:  
https://zytronic.co.uk/technology/multi-touch/ 

Zytronic’s sensor technology hits the beaches of 
the Balearic Islands

Available from Somerset Solders 
Ltd comes the new Atten double 
channel ST-8802 rework system 
combining an 800w hot air station 
and 65W soldering station in one. 
Produced in a stylish build with a 
large LCD screen, the two channel 
three sets of quick temperature 
setting controls are colour coded 
to add to the appearance. The 
800W hot air station has a 
temperature range of 100°C to 
500°C and the use of a brushless 
vortex fan, delivering a 120 litres/
min makes the cyclone air output 
gentler and even. With an 
automatic large air volume 
cooling function effectively 
protecting the life of the heating core and handle and an independent cold air function, this makes 
the ST-8802 rework station a great soldering tool to have. The ST-8802 comes supplied with 4 hot air 
nozzles ranging from sizes 3mm to 10mm.
The soldering iron comes with an intelligent auto-sleep mode holder with a fitted brass shaving tip 
cleaner. The tip range is also compatible with the Atten ST80 80W soldering station and the 
ST-2080D soldering iron. The Atten ST-8802 rework station is ESD safe, CE marked and RoHS 
compliant.

Somerset Solders Ltd 01761 233230
www.somersetsolders.com/atten-hot-air-and-soldering-station

Rework station from Somerset Solders

Come and find Wurth Electronics UK at stand L4, 
where we will be showcasing our range of products 
and have our Field Application Engineers and 
technically trained Regional Business Managers 
on-hand to provide technical support.
We have recently released new innovations. New 
tailored terminal blocks are available, with 
personalised modifications of standard terminal 
blocks available in small to medium quantities within 
days as a special service, with fully customised high quantities available in weeks. As well as this, we’ve 
got our MEMS Sensors portfolio and our software development kit and evaluation boards available and 
also detailed documentation and direct support from our technically trained engineers. You can discuss 
both of these, and much more besides, at our booth.
We will be launching our new company rebrand, as well as showcasing our new products, including our 
thermal management range.
There will be representatives from our Passive & Electromechanical Components range, our Wireless 
Connectivity & Sensors range and also our Automotive range on our stand, ready and happy to assist 
with any technical queries you may have. We’ll even throw in some of our famous gummy bears for you!

www.we-online.com
sales-uk@we-online.com
01618720431

Wurth Electronics will be exhibiting at 
Engineering Design Show 2021! 

The range of products from The 
Interconnection Specialist, 
Selwyn Electronics, has evolved 
over the last 30 years and as a 
supplier to the connector and 
cable assembly market they offer 
a high level of customer service 
and strong engineering technical 
support.
Their latest is a range of 
waterproof connectors, which are 
particularly suitable E Charging 
systems, E bike and E Scooter 
this in addition the connectors for 
Marine and Lighting applications, 
although they can be used in any 
application requiring a low cost 
solution where moisture/ dust protection is required.  The range also extends to USB, RJ45, HDMI 
and D connectors. Their M8/M12 connectors are currently being submitted for NMEA2000 approval. 
This range compliments the existing products that Selwyn have available. These include Board to 
Board, Cable to Board, Modular, BGA sockets and adaptors, Coax, Memory card, Terminal Blocks, 
Telecom/Network, SATA/SAS connectors, and custom connectors. Selwyn also have a custom cable 
assembly design and manufacturing service.

Email: Interconnect@selwyn.co.uk
Web: www.selwyn.co.uk 
Tel: 01732 765100

Waterproof connectors from Selwyn Electronics 

A range of bi-metallic protectors and thermal 
cut-outs from SEKI Controls, are now readily 
available at ATC Semitec.
Competitively priced and highly reliable, the 
SEKI thermal protectors, are ideal for limiting 
excessively high temperatures- protecting a 
wide range of home and industrial appliances 
from internal and external damage. 
Providing protection and temperature control from 50°C to 180°C, they are available in calibration steps 
of 5K and a set-point tolerance of ±5K. 
Available in either a plastic casing (ST range) or metal casing (CK range) - the ST range includes features 
such as moisture resistance and customisable lead-wires and unlike thermal fuses, the ST series cut-outs 
reset automatically, allowing them to be used as a permanent safety component.
Rob Savin, ATC Semitec’s Managing Director commented “We are very excited about this range of 
thermal protectors from SEKI Controls, which have already proved to be popular with a number of 
major UK manufacturers. Their small and compact designs allow for simple integration into a wide 
range of products. When their high quality is combined with cost-effective pricing, it is a winning 
combination for manufacturers of products such as battery packs, domestic and industrial appliances.”

For further information call the technical sales team at ATC Semitec on 01606 871680, 
or visit www.atcsemitec.co.uk/seki 

Cost-effective thermal 
protectors from SEKI 
Controls now in stock
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Next-gen thermal management
Thermal Interface Material for Batteries in the field of electric cars 

The switch to electric drive systems and the 

materials is mandatory. 

management solutions that can be applicated. A 

that combines a good thermal conductive with 

the whole module.

not only depending on the thermal conductivity 

thermal resistance between pad and heat source 

applications.   This is enhanced with rapid 

Telephone: 01858 431133
Email: enquiries@tiltd.eu
Web: www.tiltd.eu
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Buyers Guide

action circuits
( U K )  L I M I T E D

Device Programming & Reeling Specialists

I.C. Programmming, Laser Marking &
Reeling Services

ISO TS16949:2002ISO TS16949:2002
Tel: 00 44 (0)1582 412323

Email: sales@actioncircuits.com

www.actioncircuits.com

Tel: +44 (0)1582 412323
Email: sales@actioncircuits.com

www.actioncircuits.com

❚❚❚ PROGRAMMING/TAPES & REELING

❚❚❚ CONNECTORS

❚❚❚ PROGRAMMING/TAPES & REELING

❚❚❚ WOUND
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Web Locators

www.nicomatic.com
uk@nicomatic.com

INTERCONNECTION

www.purepcb.co.uk

sales@purepcb.co.uk

PCB SUPPLIERS

www.castlemicrowave.com

sales@castlemicrowave.com

RF & MICROWAVE COMPONENTS

www.componentsbureau.com
info@componentsbureau.com

AC/DC POWER SUPPLIES
& DC/DC CONVERTER

www.transmille.com
sales@transmille.com

CALIBRATION &
TEST EQUIPMENT

www.hylec-apl.com
steve@hylec-apl.com

CONNECTORS, TERMINAL
BLOCKS AND ENCLOSURES

www.displaytechnology.co.uk
info@displaytechnology.co.uk

DISPLAY ASSEMBLIES,
TOUCHSCREENS, DRIVER CARDS

& EMBEDDED PCs

www.nexperia.com
info@nexperia.com

DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTORS,
LOGIC AND ESD

www.micronel.co.uk
info@micronel.co.uk  

FANS & BLOWERS

www.cupio.co.uk
info@cupio.co.uk  

INSPECTION

www.camdenboss.com
sales@camdenboss.com  

ENCLOSURES

TFT, VFD & OLED DISPLAYS

www.noritake-itron.com
sales@noritake-itron.com 

www.kaizentechnology.co.uk
sales@kaizentechnology.co.uk  

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING
SERVICES

www.lineonesales.co.uk
sales@lineonesales.co.uk

DISPLAY ASSEMBLIES AND
SEMICONDUCTORS

www.e-tec.co.uk
info@e-tec.co.uk

CABLES AND CONNECTORS

www.pickeringrelay.com
sales@pickeringrelay.com

HIGH QUALITY 
REED RELAYS

www.powell.com
gevans@powell.com

HI-REL CONNECTORS

www.mcs-corporate.com
gjw@mcs-corporate.com

R&D/IP/COST RECOVERY

www.power.com
eurosales@power.com
usasales@power.com

SEMICONDUCTORS

www.forcetechnologies.co.uk
sales@forcetechnologies.co.uk

Tel: +44 (0)1264 731200  

THE SOLUTION TO OBSOLETE
SEMICONDUCTORS

www.automatic-windings.co.uk
sales@automatic-windings.co.uk

TRANSFORMER
MANUFACTURERS

www.omc-uk.com
omc-sales@omc-uk.com

LED AND FIBRE-OPTIC
TECHNOLOGIES

www.latticesemi.com
sherrie.gutierrez@latticesemi.com

LOW POWER FPGA,
VIDEO ASSP

www.rocelec.com
emeasales@rocelec.com

CONTINUOUS SOURCE
OF SEMICONDUCTORS

www.advanced.com
info@advanced.com

ELECTRONIC CONNECTORS

www.parker.com/chomerics
Chomerics_europe@parker.com

THERMAL MANAGEMENT
EMI SHIELDING

www.aldec.com
sales@aldec.com

FPGA/SoC VERIFICATION
SOLUTIONS

www.magnetschultz.co.uk
sales@magnetschultz.co.uk

SOLENOIDS & ACTUATORS

www.okw.co.uk
sales@okw.co.uk

ENCLOSURES

www.trfastenings.com
sales@trfastenings.com

FASTENERS & COMPONENTS

www.avx.com
inquiry@avx.com  

ADVANCED PASSIVE COMPONENTS
& INTERCONNECT SOLUTIONS

www.atcsemitec.co.uk
sales@atcsemitec.co.uk  

TEMPERATURE SENSORS

www.bec.co.uk
sales@bec.co.uk  

PASSIVE ALTERNATIVES

www.metway.co.uk
sales@metway.co.uk

INTERCONNECTION

www.circuitsolutions.co.uk
sales@circuitsolutions.co.uk

ELECTRONIC 
MANUFACTURING PARTNER

www.cyclops-electronics.com
sales@cyclops-electronics.com  

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT 
DISTRIBUTOR

www.jacarem.co.uk
sales@jacarem.co.uk

SPECIALIST DISTRIBUTORS 
OF CONNECTORS AND 

CABLE ASSEMBLIES

www.watlow.com
watlowleads@watlowleads.com

SUPERIOR THERMAL SOLUTIONS
HEATERS, SENSORS, CONTROLS 

& SOFTWARE

www.qd-uki.co.uk
info@qd-uki.co.uk

TEST AND MEASUREMENT

www.oraclecomponents.com
sales@oraclecomponents.co.uk

COMPONENTS
17 years of components supplied on-time
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...the interconnection specialists

www.selwyn.co.uk
Selwyn Electronics are a leading
connector and cable supplier. With over
30 years’ experience we can offer an
interconnection solution for most
applications:
• Waterproof Connectors
• Circular Connectors
• Custom Cable Assemblies
• BGA Sockets & Adaptors
• ODU Connectors
• Custom Connectors
• RF & Network Connectors
• Board to Board
• Device to Board
• Cable to Board
Tel: 01732 765100
Email:
interconnect@selwyn.co.uk

CONNECTORS AND
CABLE ASSEMBLIES

G. English Electronics Ltd is a leading global
supplier of custom silicone rubber and
membrane keypads. Services we offer include:
• Choice of Shore hardness from 20-80

matching any colour
• PU and Epoxy coatings

offering huge advantages
in life performance

• Accelerated life testing
RCA abrasion testing of
your product

• DFM
• Choice of actuation force
• Latest laser etch technology for backlit

solutions

Web: www.gelec.co.uk
Tel: 020 8855 0991
Email: info@gelec.co.uk

CUSTOM SILICONE &
MEMBRANE KEYPADS

BATTERY/CHARGER SPECIALISTS

Contact Directory

DISTRIBUTION

BEC DISTRIBUTION LTD
offers alternatives for the
below products on lead
times of 5-7 weeks
excluding holidays.

• Passive alternatives for all manufacturers

• Din rail terminal blocks, EV chargers, circular
connectors, heavy duty connectors.

• Terminal block alternatives

• RJ45, RJ11, RJ12 modular connector alternatives.

• Inductors and filters

• Coils, power inductors, light sensors, resonators 
& filters. Common mode chokes & filters.
Franchised for Itacoil – Transformers

• Franchised for Nuvotem / Talema – Transformers

BEC Distribution Ltd
Tel: 01844 275824    Email: sales@bec.co.uk
Email: johnd@bec.co.uk    www.bec.co.uk

CALIBRATION & TEST EQUIPMENT

www.transmille.com
Transmille Ltd is a leading manufacturer
of calibration equipment, including multi
product calibrator’s for multimeter’s &
clamp calibration, electrical test
equipment and precision multimeter’s
for production facilities, service centres
& calibration laboratories.
Transmille products cover a wide range
of accuracy from industrial up to top
national laboratories to ensure accuracy
and precision at every level.

UK sales office details:
Transmille Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1580 890700
Fax: +44 (0) 1580 890711
Email: sales@transmille.com

BGA SOCKETS

www.e-tec.co.uk
E-tec offer test socket solutions for all
packages – including those in your
design stage:
• BGA, LGA, MLP, LCC
• PGA, PGI
• Pitch 0.30mm, 0.40mm 0.50mm,

0.60mm, 0.65mm++
• SOP, SOIC, QFN, QFP
• High speed 40 Ghz sockets
• Custom socket enquiries welcome
• Various lid/closing systems
• Auto handler solutions
• Socket mounting styles include
• Soldertail, SMT, Compression

T  01892 530260
E  info@e-tec.co.uk

ELECTRONIC CONNECTORS

www.advanced.com
Let Advanced
design a
solution for
your next
project from
our extensive
tool box of
proven
interconnect technology. We build from
a solid foundation using screw-
machined terminals and multi-finger
contacts combined with a unique
solder ball interface for surface mount
applications that improve reliability
across the board. 
Advanced offers technology, human
resources and expertise that deliver
the products you need at the exacting
requirements and standards you
expect. 

Our high-quality, reliable products
speak for themselves from
commitment to quality. If you have a
project need and you’re in the market
for a reliable, experienced
manufacturer, contact us today!

Tel: 401-823-5200
Email: info@advanced.comwww.e-tec.co.uk

Well established UK based manufacturer with
additional E-tec factories in Asia and
Switzerland.
Experienced UK team solve your interconnect
demands on site:
• Low entry cost, high reliability
• In-house rapid development
• Project managed transition to volume

production
• Kanban and buffer services
• Global reach and support
• Cost down projects welcome
• ISO9001:2015 quality certified.

T  01892 530260
E  info@e-tec.co.uk

CONNECTORS AND
CABLE ASSEMBLIES

To advertise your services 
in the Contact Directory 

contact Tom on
08453 130 211

tmillington@cieonline.co.uk

www.harting.com
HARTING Ltd are experienced in
the fields of electrical, electronic
and optical connection,
transmission and networking,
developing innovations such as
robust and space-saving solutions
for fast Ethernet, device
connectivity and industrial cabling.
In addition, we can combine our
market-leading products with
design expertise to develop
customised components tailored
to your specific requirements and
applications.

HARTING Ltd
Caswell Road,
Brackmills Industrial Estate,
Northampton, NN4 7PW
Phone: 01604 827500
Email: salesuk@harting.com

ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS

www.cieonline.co.uk

ENCLOSURES

www.okw.co.uk
OKW manufacture a huge range of
ready-to-use plastic enclosures for
portable, handheld, desktop and wall
mounted electronic devices. Options
include UV-stable and V-0 rated plastic
materials, IP54 to IP66 protection
classes, DIN rail mounting and a wide
selection of accessories. OKW also
offers an extensive customising service.
Tel: 01489 583858
Email: sales@okw.co.uk
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Contact Directory

www.metway.co.uk
Metway has provided connection
solutions to the electrical industry for
over 80 years.
We offer a comprehensive range of top
quality electromechanical and electronic
connectors. Metway can offer thousands
of potential solutions to your connection
needs-we probably have a solution for
your application. Our newest family
members are SMD terminals which are
available in 3.5 and 5mm pitch’s and
can be supplied ready packed for
automatic placement.

Tel: 01273 431600 
Email: sales@metway.co.uk

FREQUENCY CONTROL

ODU-UK Ltd supply connector solutions to
many markets, such as military equipment,
medical, instrumentation, factory automation
& robotics etc.

As a true ‘problem-solving’ connector
manufacturer, ODU work closely with their
OEM customers to develop both
connectors and packaging, so as to
provide cost-effective solutions to the
problems of modern-day electronics.

If you are facing some tough design
decisions, needing to maintain high-
performance, but perhaps with a reduce
space-envelope – then contact us to speak
to an engineer.

ODU UK Ltd
Unit 3A Whitworth Court
Manor Park
Runcorn WA7 1WA  

tel: 0330 002 0640
sales@odu-uk.co.uk
www.odu-uk.co.uk

POWER COMPONENTS

www.picoelectronics.com

Pico Electronics, the leading manufacturer
of high quality, high reliability miniature
power components, offers:

• Audio/Interface/Pulse/QPL Transformers
• MultiPlex Data Bus Transformers
• DC-DC Converters
• AC-DC Power Supplies
• High Voltage Power

Supplies
• Power/EMI/HiQ Inductors

info@picoelectronics.com
914-738-1400

FANS AND BLOWERS

Micronel specialise in High
Performance Blowers and Fans - our
products meet the needs of
industries with special performance
characteristics…. 
• UK stock & support 
• Low noise 
• Ultra-slim fans 
• Unique Axial fans 
• High pressure  
• Radial Blowers  
• Personal Protection

Components 
• Technical support 
• Modified products  
• Client specific designs. 
Web: www.micronel.co.uk
Tel: 01753 641412
Email: info@micronel.co.uk

INTERCONNECTION
www.cieonline.co.uk

INTERCONNECTION

FASTENERS FIXINGS &
COMPONENTS

To advertise your services 
in the Contact Directory 

contact Tom on
08453 130 211

tmillington@cieonline.co.uk

BEC DISTRIBUTION LTD
Alternatives available.
UF Capacitors, Film
Capacitor, Ceramic
Capacitor, SMD Electrolytic
Capacitor, Leaded Varistor, Transistors,
Schottky Diode, Rectifier Diode, Switching
Diode, Zener Diode, Fast Recovery Diode,
TVS Diode & Diacs, Bridge Rectifier

With its latest franchised distribution agreements in
place, BEC Distribution now offers quality
alternatives to major brands for what they believe
covers 95% of all passive components including
TOKO/Murata, Sumida , TDK, Coilcraft , Cooper ,
Molex, Bourns , Tyco, Vishay, Wurth, Panasonic
amongst others. 
Many well-known manufacturers currently have lead
times of 18-26 weeks, often with product allocation
policies. BEC's alternatives are available from 5-7
weeks delivery (excluding public holidays). Many
products are ex-stock, with a low MOQ of just 10
pcs for samples. The policy of sourcing from
different countries around the world ensures
continuity of supply without compromising quality.

BEC Distribution Ltd
TEL: 01844 275824  Email: sales@bec.co.uk
Email: johnd@bec.co.uk  www.bec.co.uk

PASSIVE COMPONENTS

To advertise your services 
in the Contact Directory 

contact Tom on
08453 130 211

tmillington@cieonline.co.uk

ONE-STOP CONTRACT
MANUFACTURING

www.cieonline.co.uk
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Forthcoming features for October
� Contract Manufacturing � Interconnection � Internet of Things

� Medical Electronics � Test & Measurement 
� Industry Focus: Space

www.mouser.co.uk
Mouser Electronics, a Berkshire
Hathaway company, is an award-
winning, authorized semiconductor and
electronic component distributor
focused on rapid New Product
Introductions from its manufacturing
partners for electronic design engineers
and buyers. The global distributor’s
website, is available in multiple
languages and currencies and features
more than 5 million products from over
800 manufacturers. Mouser offers 27
support locations around the world to
provide best-in-class customer service
and ships globally to over 630.000
customers in more than 223
countries/territories from its 93.000
square meter state-of-the-art facilities
south of Dallas, Texas.

Tel: +44 (0) 1494-427500
Email: uk@mouser.com

WORLDWIDE AUTHORISED
DISTRIBUTOR OF SEMICONDUCTORS
AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

SENSORS AND DISPLAYS

www.MMS-e.co.uk
MMS Electronics is a supplier of:
Intelligent displays with

● I2C, SPI, serial or USB

● LCD, OLED, Colour TFT 

● ePAPER, Android TFT

● Touch-screen, 
Bezels

● Temperature sensors 

● Pressure sensors

MMS Electronics Ltd
Tel: 01943 877668
Email: sales@mmselectronics.co.uk

TRANSFORMER MANUFACTURERS

www.automatic-windings.co.uk
Automatic Windings is a fully
independent manufacturer of
transformers and inductors, all types, E
cores, RM, Toroidal, EFD, ETD, and
specials are available.

For smaller quantities and preproduction
batches we can supply quickly from our
base in the UK. For larger production
batches we can supply from our
ISO9001 approved plant in Hungary,
meaning that you always deal with the
same people whether its 50 or 50,000
pcs you require.

Tel: 01202 814532
Tel: Hungary +36 92319883
Email (UK):
sales@automatic-windings.co.uk
Email (Hungary):
hungary@automatic-windings.co.uk

TEMPERATURE SENSORS

www.atcsemitec.co.uk

Expert technical advice and next day
delivery on thermal components:
• Disc Thermostats
• NTC Thermistors
• Temperature Sensors
• Thermal Fuses
• PTC Resettable Fuses
Tel: 01606 871680
Email: sales@atcsemitec.co.uk

THERMAL MANAGEMENT

www.tiltd.eu
With our background in design
engineering, we understand the
importance of bespoke solutions for
thermal management.
We offer global manufacturing
experience locally and made-to-order.
Following almost 30 years of experience
in design, supply and thermal solutions
for electronics, Neil Wilson founded
Thermal Issues to offer a tailored, UK-
based service that guarantees flexibility
in response.

Thermal Issues Limited
Unit M3 Harrison Road
Airfield Business Park
Market Harborough, Leicestershire
LE16 7UL
Telephone: 01858 431133
Fax: 01858 414201
Email: enquiries@tiltd.eu

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND
MANUFACTURING

World-class
Plastic Injection 

Moulding

Specialists in high-
quality enclosures for 
electronic products

www.iotasigma.co.uk
sales@iotasigma.co.uk

METROLOGY SOLUTIONS SENSORS

www.nikonmetrology.com
Nikon Metrology offers the broadest
range of metrology solutions for
applications ranging from miniature
electronics to the largest aircrafts. Nikon
Metrology’s innovative measuring and
precision instruments contribute to a
high performance design-through-
manufacturing process that allows
manufacturers to deliver premium quality
products in a shorter time.

Email: sales.uk.nm@nikon.com
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